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DEATH AND RUIN
CAUSED BY

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY,

-

mi

Ing, meant a fall of 44 degrees since
1 o'clock
yesterday afternoon. The
gale on which the frigid weather rode
into town continued today at 38 miles
an hour. Few small boats ventured
to sea outside New York harbor and
reports of marine disasters are
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FIGHTER

DEAD.

San Francisco, Nov. 13. News of
the death of Miguel Malvar, farmer
lieutenant general of the Philippine
insorgents ami one of the cleverest
leaders the American army of occupation had to contend with, was received here today with the arrival of
the army transport Logan from Manila.
Malvar ranked In skill as a com
COW GIRL TURNS STAMPEDING mander with Aguinaldo and Luna. He COUNSEL FOR
DEFENSE OBJECTS
won his spurs in the rebellion against
BUFFALO HERD FROM TENT
TO
JUDGE'S
CHARGE OF
the Spaniards in 1896. During ,the
WHERE CHILD SLEEPS
SUBTERFUGE
American war he operated in south
ern Luzon.
When his cause became hopeless
IS BADLY GORED AND TORN
Malvar surrendered to General Bell, JURY STILL IS INCOMPLETE
settled down as a planter in Batan- HEROIC
ACT PROBABLY
WILL gas province and kept out of politics. PROBABLY CASE
WILL NOT GO
He was reputed wealthy.
COST WOMAN HER LIFE SAY
TO ACTUAL TRIAL FOR SEVTHE PHYSICIANS
ERAL WEEKS

LIVELY

TILTS

FOR HELPLESS

MNAMARA

BABE

CASE

Persons Doomed.
Astoria, Ore., Nov. 13. Crippled
and drifting before a southeast gale
CYCLONES CAUSE DESTRUCTION
wiih a furious sea running, the steam
IN ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN AND
schooner Washington, Portland to San
V
MICHIGAN.
Francisco, with 47 persons aboard, apparently is doomed to destruction on
the
beach between Caipe Disappoint
PROPERTY LOSS IS MILLIONS
ment and North Head, just outside the
Columbia river bar. The fate of her
MANY OF THE PEOPLE DEPRIVED
25 Tisse:iser.j and crew of 22 men is
in doubt.
OF THEIR HOMES NEARLY
Already two of the crew have been
PERISHED IN COLD.
washed overboard and drowned and
the (Jolted States life saving crews
SHIPS ARE LOST AT SEA a,v not hopeful that any of those on IS WITNESSED BY
HUNDREDS
board the vessel' will be saved.
to
effort
reach
the
Every
vessel
DRIVEN FAR FROM THEIR COURSE With
life lines or boats has failed. CROWDS ON THE SHOW GROUND
CRAFT ON LAKES AND ATLANUnless she drifts close enough In to
ARE GIVEN A THRILL WHEN
TIC PERISH MISERABLY.
permit lines being shot over the ship's
STAMPEDE
OCCURS
Forty-Seve-

NOVEMBER

1

STORM

V

Is The
Exaggeration
Mother of False-
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Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
The first meeting of the annual
week of prayer for the Y. M. C. A.
was held yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock in the association
parlors. The
address of the afternoon was made
by Rev. P. G. Carter of the Baptist
church of Montgomery City, Colo. The

"

REVOLUTIONISTS
TAKE CHEE

F00

meeting was largely attended. The
services will be continued throughout
the week. That the business men of
Las Vegas may attend, the hour has
THERE WAS NO FIGHTINn AND
been set at 12:30 o'clock,
continuing
THE ENTRY WAS MADE IN
until 12:: 50. Thus will all the mon
be given an opportunity to attend durORDERLY MANNER
ing the noon hour on thofr rot,ir
from dinner.
The senior class of the association AMERICAN
CONSUL LEAVING
Is planning a reception for
Friday
evening, November 17, to be given to
HE AND ALL OTHER
FOREIGNtheir friends in the association gymERS WILL REMAIN NO LONGnasium and parlors.
The Juniors returned from their
ER IN CITY OF NANKING
tramp Saturday tired but happy and
are planning to make the hike into
the mountains a weekly event. They YAUN SHI KAI IN PEKING
crossed the hills west of Las Vegas
and spent most of the day at WilLEADER PROB-ABLliams' ranch. They took their lunch REVOLUTIONARY
WILL ACCEPT PREMIERand ate their dinner in a cave, and
the trip was one round of fun.
SHIP OF CHINA
Saturday, November 25, has been
set as the day for the open house
Shang Hai, Nov. 13. Che Foe
and plans for an attractive program
went
over to the revolutionists at 3
for the occasion are well under way.
This is the time at which the annual o'clock this morning. There was no
The rebels took possession
fighting.
auction sale of maeazines
Rev. W. H.jBundy of San Francisco of the Taotal's yamen, the telegraph
offices and forts.
is scheduled to be in Las
Vegas De
cember 3 to address the men of this
Foreigners Leave Nanking
city at the association. Dr. Bundy
Nanking, Nov. 13. The American
is a man who has traveled over the
greater part of the two continents, and other consuls and foreigners unand as he is an excellent speaker, his der their protection will move out of
talk should attract many hearers. The the city immediately. The commantitle of his address will be "Is God or ders of the foreign warships today notified their consuls that they could
Satan Winning?"
not protect the lives and property of
those who remained Inside the city.

MUST DIE.

EASILY

,

Richmond, Va., Nov. 13. The supreme court of appeals today denied UNION LABOR MUCH OPPOSED
the petition for a writ of error by
Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., convicted of
SEVERAL TALESMEN HAVE BEEN
murdering his young wife last July.
EXCUSED BECAUSE OF PREThis decision on the appeal from
the
of
the
Chesterfield
judgment
JUDICE AGAINST IT
company Is doomed.
court, which sentenced him to die in
The sea is literally boiling and to
Janesville, Wis., Nov. 13 With the
13. Because the electric chair November 24, is
Nov.
Angeles,
ixiH Angeles, Nov. 13. Charges of
death of Albert Schmidt today the laurich the lifeboats would be suicifinal. Clemency or reprieve by Govdeath list from Saturday's cyclone dal Tby will only be run into the she disregarded her own safety to ernor Mann only can save the con- subterfuge made by Judge Walter
save the lives of an Indian woman
Bordwell, against the defense in the
here will reach nine. Schmidt was fatal' as a Inst regort.
The
and
her day old baby, Miss Nellie demned man.
into
the
break
McNamara murder trial some weeks
Washington
got
found buried under several tons of
ers while outward bound early last Francis, a "cow girl" employed by a
were taken up by Attorney Clar
I'go,
hay Saturday afternoon, cut about the
She is deep in the water and naveling "wild west" show giving ex- MRS. TARKINGTON GETS DIVORCE ence S. Darrow, at the
legs And intestines. His father and nigh
opening of
two sisters had been instantly killed. evidently leaking so badly that her hibitions here, is near death today at
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 13. A de- court today under what he held to be
Reports from the stormswept district free pre out. The anchors are drap-gin- a local hospital. Miss Francis, on cree of absolute divorce today was a parallel case and hurled at the
slowly and under the eyes of the foot, ran in front of a dozen or more granted in the superior court of this state. An effort by District
estimated the loss at $750,000 to
Attorney
and buffaloes, county to Mrs, Louisa Fletcher
John D. Fredericks to reply was cut
The stricken families suf- helpless life savers, the ship is edg- frightened steers
fered Intensely from cold Saturday ing steadily nearer destruction on which stampeded following one of
wife of Booth Tarkington, the short.
the performances and bore down on novelist and playwright. t$re. Tarknight and yesterday and while the ma tbe beach.
"You don't need to make any arguseveral tugs which went to the the tent in which the Indian woman ington had not asked for alimony.
ment on that," the court said, and
jority of them found shelter in neighscene from this port were unable to and her baby lay. She turned the
retained A. Grlbbling, the talesman
boring farm houses, which escaped
nder discussion, after asking him a
the storm's fury, their condition is approach close enough to the doomed charge from the tent but was knockto render any assistance. The ed down by-few questions.
pitiful. In some cases once prosper- vessel
huge buffalo, and before PRIZE FIGHTER IS ON
Gribbling was chal- ous farmers today are penniless. The weather is so thick that only occa- rescuers reached her, was badly gorflenged because, in a series of an
intense cold which followed the cy- sional glimpses of the tugs can be ed. Her chances for recovery are
swers to guileful questions by op- GOMPERS WILLING
New Premier in Peking
TRIAL IN II. S. COURT posing counsel,
clone increased the loss The tam- - had from the beach,
said to be slight.
he had said he would
Nov .13. Yuan Shal Kai,
Peking,
not convict in a capital case on cirby 2,000 troops, today
accompanied
peraiure aroppea rrom a to 1 deGO
TO
TO
cumstantial
VICTORY
evidence. He also said
KENTUCKY WINS
THAT
TRIBUNAL
a
BEGAN THIS
made
entry into the capitriumphal
grees above zero in 12 hours.
he would. The state challenged him
Washington, Nov. 13. Kentucky
which he was driven in disMORNING THE LAST SESSION
from
tal
The cyclone district extended from AVIATOR FALLS WHILE
on the strength of the negative statetoday won a victory over the SouthIT WILL HOLD HERE
Itroadhead, 20 miles west of here, to
PRESIDENT OF FEDERATION OF grace three years ago.
ment,
United
States
ern
when
Pacific
the
The news that "the strong man of
a point about four miles beyond MilLABOR CONDEMNS JUDICIARY
"I
ON
comTHE
will
HOME
attention
STRETCH
call
the
of your
supreme court decided that the
China" had at last been prevailed
ton, which is 12 miles east of here,
United honor to the
in the
When
ACTION
RECENT
arraigned
FOR
ITS
monwealth had the right to tax the
testimony of the talesmaking a total of about 34 to 35 miles
upon to return and give the totter
States district cm)t't this morning man," said District
Attorney Fredercolmsi-leakeon
steamers
the
latters
company
a
and about
quarter of a mile wide. RODGERS HAS MISHAP ON
indictment
under
Everetto
13
Winters,,
President ing throne the benoWVr
Atlanta, Ga., Nov.
HIS valued at 112,000,000, plying between
icks, "which I have gone over careIt is swept entirely clear of all builda
but
vast
and
orderly
out,
for prize fighting, pleaded not guilty. fully."
OCEAN TO OCEAN TRIP; MAY
Gompers,
opening the thirty-fNew
New York and New Orleans,
crowd lined1 the route from the railings. An emergency committee Is
was set for this afternoon.
irst
His
trial
annual
of
convention
the
COST HIS LIFE.
"I
over
it
have
ob
gone
myself,"
YoiPki and Galveston and New Orleans
being organized to raise funds for im"Brownie" Buckley, under indictment served the court, and Darrow rose. American Federation of Labor here way station to the temple, which
Mid Havana.
mediate relief.
for his residence.
for the some offense, entered a plea
"Talesmen W. N. Frampton and A. today, declared he and the two oth- had been provided
I'asadena. Cal.. Nov. 13. Suffering
The state claimed the right to im- - o
Yuan looked hale and hearty, his
I
He will receive his sen- C. Winters both said they did not er labor leaders sentenced to Jail for
guilty.
from concussion of tbe brain and still
was
tpose a tax because isenuicKy
the recent reThe believe in circumstantial
term.
Vessels Escaped onipwrecK,
evidence. contempt of court were ready and appearance belying
unconscious, Aviator Calbraith P. the domicile of the corporation. The tence later In the
of
his
codltlon, which
physical
Uni
ports
13
Evenlaunch
The
were indicted by the
Chicago, Nov,
They were retained by the state and willing to serve their sentences if had been made an excuse for his deRodgers was today unable to tell any- company opposed the tax because the men
must.
here
which
which
sat
and
the
bark
Weita,
Star
States
ted
chalthey
grand jury
ing
we had to use two peremptory
thing regarding the accident which steamers had never been within the
lay in obeying the imperial command
were driven out on Lake Michigan
The subject of the
in May of this year. They are ac lenges on them. If cause now it was
nearly cost his life while he was try- state.
to come to Peking and assume the
was
and
a
case
a
before
in
fight
gale
contempt
prize
cused of engaging
Saturday night
The state offers
good cause then.
ing to complete his ocean to ocean
of premier in succesresponsibility
welwere thougjht to have founded, with (light yesterday.
at Cimarron. Jerry Leahy of Raton this challenge because it wants to brought up, in the course of a
to
Prince
sion
Ching, which appointUnited be rid of the quibbling.
Winters and
will defend
a crew of 15 men, are both safe on He cannot talk connectedly and REPUBLICANS CLAIM
The evi coming address to the delegates.
in an impewas
ment
promulgated
"If any man of labor is guilty of
the Michigan shore.
States Attorney D. J. Leahy will con dence is not stronger here than it
there has been nothing but surmises
of November 1.
edict
rial
tow
Mr.
said
her
the
after
law,"
breaking
Gompers
The Delta,
violating
duct the prosecutoin.
was then."
so far to account for the mishap
ELECTION OF NINE Court was opened this morning at In the court's interrogation of in responding to the welcome, "he
line, was blown into South Haven through which lie lost control of his
Missionaries Leave Field
J.
should be indicted and then tried by
10 o'clock with Judge Clarence
last night. Early today word was re- aeroplane while flying) through the
Gribbling he said he would convict
Amoy, China, Nov. 13. A Japanese
ceived by the Evanston life saving darkness, and plunged 125 feet down
evidence was a jury of his countrymen. But I deRoberts upon the bench. Organiza- if the circumstantial
arrived here today. Warships
cruised
an
that
St.
Mich.,
to
of
a
issue
Joseph,
station from
judge
ny the right
upon a plowed field near Compton, THE STATE GOVERNMENT WILL tion for business was made with the sufficiently strong.
have been within two hours'
conof
me
of
REPUBLICAN
my
court
BE
Japan
the Evening Star landed there safely. half way between Los Angeles and
"The challenge is disallowed," said Injunction depriving
appointment of the following
sebut have not before
was
wireless
on
Lake Superior
stitutional rights. It is not so much call by
The storm
AS WELL AS LEGISLATURE
Luis Armtjo, court inter the court, and added smilingly:
officials;
Long Beach.
because of the
harbor
the
asas
of
the
vere and it was feared several vessels
the
approached
power
assumption
;
Dr. Mattison said he expected
"Now, Mr. Darrow, I don't think
Nepomuceno Segura, grand
prefer
toward
Chinese
the
ob- distrust
felt by
have been lost.
ReportB from the republican state jury interpreter; Juan Ortega, Tori-bi- you were justified in saying that the sumption of jurisdiction that we
Rodgers to recover. Rodgers is belike
Japappeared
which
to."
The tornado which swept over parts ing attended constantly by his wife central committee, which were receivthe action,
Sanchez, and Felipe Baca y Gar- state tried to use subterfuge to get ject
interference.
anese
of Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan and mother.
are
court
The
Optic,
ed this afternoon by
rid of this man."
cia, bailiffs; Thomas McElroy,
The Tartar general, Hai Fong Ting
Saturday night caused the death of
to the effect that the republicans have crier.
"The defense was charged by your
TO
DEALT
TBE
BLOW
fled to Kulangstu. General Soon
nearly a score of persons. At Easton,
has
officers:
elected the following state
The venires were exhausted before honor with subterfuge in the cases
as a
111., two persons were killed and seven
Tio Liong, who had been held
Frank W. Clancy, attorney general; the grand and petit juries had been of Framton and Winters," he said, "I
l,
Tartar
a
of
IFE FIGHT
the
in
seriously injured. The town of Vir- MAN ANO
palace
ClarW. G. Sargent, state auditor;
CATTLE INDUSTRY hostage
and a special venire was think this is another instance."
empaneled
notified
financial
and
a
suffered
heavy
ginia, ill.,
(appeared today
ence J. Roberts, Frank W. Parker drawn. This was made returnable
The court pointed out that one of
n
loss by the tornado.
officials in the southern
all
the
su
of
the
E.
2
and
o'clock
R.
Dep
and
at
justices
Wright,
defense
for
pracRS
OF
RODDI
the
the
BAND
BIG
afternoon
this
attorneys
their
were
two
ANIat
UNITED
BUREAU
OF
STATES
Mich.,
At Owosso,
persons
province to remain
preme court; R. L. Ervien, commis- uty United States Marshals C.
tically had admitted that these two
MAL INDUSTRY TO WITHDRAW
killed and ten injured. The money
and preserve order.
least two Newcomer and James Smith of Albu- men were challenged because they
at
posts
of
lands;
sioner
public
FROM WORK IN TEXAS.
loss there will reach nearly half a
women and children of the
The
corporation querque were Instructed to serve the were not wanted and the Incident
WHEN BANDITS TAKE TO FLIGHT members of the state
been summillion dollars.
missionary families have
THEY LEAVE FIVE DEAD AND
commission; Andrew B. Stroup, state summonses.
was closed.
Kansas City, Nov. 13. Cattle, rais- moned to Amoy but the men conwere
THREE WOUNDED.
Talesman N. P. Bailey, was chal ers of Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska
superintendent of public instruction.
Two naturalization matters
staCr.pwin and Crew Drown.
tinue their duties at the mission
and Elfego Baca are heard this morning. Miss L. R. Ten-to- lenged for cause by Attorney Darrow. are much worried over a
George
Curry
13.
The
Nov.
Fu
New Haven, Conn.,
report,
Chow
from
Chang
A
report
Nov. 13. The sure of election as members in conVelardena,
of Wagon Mound came up for Bailey said he had read the Los An- which has gained much credence, that tions.
revoschooner Witch Hazel, from New
the
taken
by
was
s
the
hear-wasavs
city
how Francisco Ibarra and his gress. All these men are elected by hearing for hler final papers. The
geles Times for 20 years and was the national bureau df animal indusYork for Provincetown, went down in story of
Seventy per
last night.
wife repulsed the attack which 18 substantial majorities, which will be
continued until this afternoon as strongly in sympathy with its views try is about to withdraw its activi- lutionists
the sound off New Haven during the
There
fled.
the
of
topopulation
cent
on the Ibarra store
increased as the returns come in, as it was discovered that one of Miss on union labor and believed the ties from Texas, due to the lack in
storm last night. The captain and bandits made
thievmuch
come from a "shilling the precincts not yet heard
from Fenton's witnesses was not qualified. Times was blown up by "a union that state of efforts to eradicate ticks was little violence but
three men were drowned and two oth- day might have
an
improveChow
reports
Foo
shocker" instead of the real life.
have gone republican for the head of The woman expected to endeavor to bomb." He was excused.
and scabies. The step would mean ing.
ers were saved.
ment in the situation there.
The marauders were attracted by the ticket and undoubtedly they have secure another witness. The petition
that the work of years and the expenin
and
ammunition
Ibarra'p
the
officers.
for
guns
statte
other
for
of
done
the
of
Cherryvale
Cold Prevails at Duluth.
diture of hundreds of thousands
of John M. Stubley
COMMERCE RULING SET ASIDE
as well as the silver bullion ha
dedollars would go for naugmt.
THE "WHITE HOPE" AGAIN.
final naturalization papers was
Duluth, Minn., Nov. 13. Two de- stock,
was reported to have on hand. The
Washington, Nov. 13. The long,
At the Kansas City stock yards
New York, Nov. 13. Carl Morris,
nied by the court. Stubley has not re
grees below zero bere and 15 below cn
OPENS
of
CONGRESS
fought contest over the
their
had
APPLE
warning
in New Mexico for five years. Oklahoma's giant "white hope," who there is a special department where stubbornly
the ranges ells the story of toJuy's store keeper
sided
commerce
the doors of
Denver, Colo, Nov. 13. More than
power of the interstate
weather in V.i'.t section. Very r:ile approach, and barricaded
Should he bring witnesses or secure was disastrously defeated by Fireman all "quarantine" cattle must be marrailroad
20
to
of
prohibit
He
all
the
commission
adobe
from
visitors
4,000
shop.
snow fell at the head of the lakes the strongly built
from other states the ex- Jim Flynn a few weeks ago, will try keted. They are sold as "canners"
of elevators
to
in the depostions
operators
are
to
for
states
which
this
rurales,
from
represented
paying
city
telephoned
'Old
For to come back at the Olympic Athletic mostly, their value being much lower
would be considerable.
tit inds prevailed. Tie
for "elevating grain m
but the bandits made their attack be- exhibits are In attendance at the pense
Mr. Stubley let hiB peti- clpb here tonight in a ten round con than that of clean cattle. An inter- compensation
in the north woods is intense.
reason
this
was finally decided today
congress, which
fore the rurales were scarcely more American Apple
He will make test with "Denver Jack" Geyer. Mor- state association of live stock sani- transit"
default.
tion
by
go'
United States supreme court
the
than started.
opened here today.
for tary commissioners was formed two when
Relief In Iowa.
the
ris
at
has
been
expiration
steadily
working
no
application
another
In the exhibits are products from
Ibarra and Senora Ibarra, both faheld the commission possessed
Sioux City, la., Nov. 13. Relief
of residence in the state. more than a month under a corps of years ago to remedy the Texas situafive
of
years
Misof
firearms, Texas, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas,
with the use
such power.
from the severe cold wave was ex- miliar
tion, but the Texas commission reIt is not expected that the present excellent trainers.
crouched behind the small, barred souri, California, Oregon, Washington,
asthe
The
aid.
outside
section
to
this
in
fused
will
today,
accept
the
be
which
perienced
BritiBh Co- term of the court,
COPYRIGHTS ARE PROTECTED.
windows of the shop and poured a Utah and New Mexico.
sociation will meet December 5, in
temperature rising rapidly.
picENGINEER KILLED IN WRECK.
in this district, will be of long
last
When
on
their
stackers.
also
fire
is
lumbia
Washington, Nov.
represented.
deadly
13. The Chicago to consider any new means
is pretty
business
N. C Nov.
blow
a
Greensboro.
Court
received
duration.
dead
five
ture show promoter
the latter fled they left
New York In Storm Belt.
e supreme court
well cleaned off the docket and it is derailing of the fast New York, At- that may be adopted.
fM morning when
wounded on the field.
from
withdraw
bureau
the
Should
New York, Nov. 13. The cold wave and three
or
the grand
New Orleans express train
that
pettit
and
that move
lantic
lecided
not
Siitc
expected
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
be obliter- of the United
the
and
quarantine
Texas
that chased into the Atlantic some of
15
miles
of ft
scenes
on
busy
Southern
have
will
the
on
the
particularly
i.irtAa
railway,
now ing pictures b sed
of the Normal University, left last
the balmiest Indian summer weather
resulted In ated, millions of yearling cattle,
an
of
here
northeast
constitute
today,
imvterms.
book
SUGAR STILL FALLING
night for Santa Fe on business for
from Texas ranges and fat- copyright
New York ever has enjoyed, tight- of copyright or the reNumerous attorneys and officials the death of Engineer W. A. Kenney brought
New York, Nov. 13. All grades of the Educational association of New
on the northern
for
tened
ened its grip today and sent the mer- slaughter
several
Fourth
of
in
the
passengers
the
counties
and
injury
other
serve rights to dramatize.
mini- - refined sugar were reduced 10 cents a Mexico, which will go into session from
farms would not be available.
cury down to 24 degrees. This
to attend court.
and trainmen.
here
are
district
there Thursday.
mum recorded at 8 o ciock mm iuwu- j nunareu puuuun muaj.
g
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FRIDAY,

COMMERCE BIG HUMANITARIAN

ATHLETIC

NOVEMBER

GAMES

IN AIR AND LAND

NVENTIONS

TO ENTERTAIN

CRAFT

WANTED

PEDAGOGUES

RED CROS8 SOCIETY OFFERS LIBERAL PRIZES FOR APPLIANCES
TO LESSEN PAIN.

FOOTBALL AND BA8KETBALL TO
BE FEATURES OF N. M. E. A.
MEETING THIS WEEK.

BUREAU OF COMMERCE

AND LABOR GIVES FIGURES ON IMPORTANT INDU8TRY

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 13. SecreThe inventors of guns and those
Aeroplanes are becoming a factor
The rec- who have exercised their talents in. tary R. F. Asplund of the New Mexico
of international commeroe.
ords of the bureau of statistics, de- improving destructive war materials Educational association stated today
in that arrangements have been 'made
partment of commerce and labor, have often been richly rewarded
how that more than $50,000 worth of this and other countries. But, if any- for a football game between the New
one in our own country has received a Mexico Normal University and the
aeroplanes were imported into, and
reward for the invention or perfec- University of New Mexico next Thursin
States
United
the
from
exported
sufferday afternoon at St. Michael's Colthe months of July, August and Sep- tion of apparatus to lessen the
wounded In war, no lege, beginning at 3:30 o'clock.
of
sick
and
ings
bu
current
The
of
the
tember
year.
of it. Naturally,
There will be a basketball game bereau of statistics only began the one has ever heard in?
tween girls during the week, and
direction
this
progress
therefore,
of
record
maintenance of a separate
not been as notable as It might other diversions for the visiting,
this comparatively new article of has
have
been. To their honor, be it Baid, teachers.
commerce with the opening of the
condition of affairs has never
this
that
The Normal University's glee club
current fiscal year. In the month of
to deter the medical officers will accompany the Las Vegas delegaoperated
July, the first month of tlfe new fiscal of our
the glee of "Cherzo"' club of Raarmy and navy from doing,
year, the official records show that without hope of material reward, all tion;
ton
school will be here and
High
two aeroplanes were exported from in
their
power to improve existing ap- many other musical organizations are,
toa
at
the United States to Canada
to discourse soul stirring melparatus and to invent new appliances.
tal valuation of $6,950. In the month Conditions in other countries j have coming
odies.
were
of August, 1911, two machines
been similar to ours.
Land Entries.
exported to Canada, their total value
Some years ago, in order to better
The
following are the land entries
being $8,000. In the month of Sep conditions in this respect, the Dowat
Santa
exthe
Fe land office: Ellas Gar
was
one
1911,
areoplane
tember,
ager empress of Russia, Maria Feodo-rovna- , cia,
Charles N. Hare, Bloom- Canyon;
conported to Canada, its stated value
established a prize fund
R.
Edwin
field;
Lane, Naranjos: Tom
value
total
the
being $3,500, making
sisting of 100,000 roubles (approxiot exports of aeroplanes in the three mately $50,000). This is for the pur- Robinson, Shoemaker; Celestina Marmonths for which a record is now pose of encouraging inventions having tinez, Shoemaker; Edward M. Har
available $18,450, or an average val- for their purpose the amelioration of rington, Albuquerque; Teodoro
N.
Villaneuva; Josephine
uation of $3,690 each. On the import the sufferings of sick and wounded in
side no transactions are given for the war. Every five years, on the occa Thompson, Wagon Mound; James F.
month of July, but in the month of sion of the quintennial international Jacobson, East Las Vegas; Anne Rat-lif- ,
Los Tanos, Guadalupe county.
August two aeroplanes were import- Red Cross conferences, the interest
For the Treasury.
ed from France, their combined value on the fund, amounting to about 20,- Territorial Treasurer Ru'us J. Pa- being stated as $15,091. In Septem- 000 roubles, or $10,000, is disbursed in
ber the number imported was five prizes. The first awards were made len has received the following sums
valued at $22,752, one being from En- In London, in 1907. No Americans for the treasury: Game and Fish
gland, valued at $4,700 and five from competed, nor was the exhibition giv Warden Thomas P. Gable, $240; Rey- France, value at $18,052, making the en much publicity in this country. mundo Romero, treasurer of Tor
of the three Next year, in May, the International rance county, $403.47; W. B. Wagner,
total Importations
months in question 8 aeroplanes, val- Red Cross conference will be held in of San Juan county? $375.97; Celso
when the following Lopez, $301.27; E. Pinney, of Bernalued at $37,843, or an average valua- Washington,
illo, $787.21; Jackson Agee, of Grant
prizes will be offered:
tion of $4,730 each.
One first prize of C,000 roubles (ap county, $1,034.52; J. D. Martinez, Jr.,
The same paragraph which records
of Taos county, $98.62; Alexander
the imports and exports of aeroplanes proximately $3,000).
Two second prizes of 3,000 roubles Sandoval, of Sandoval county, $139.63;
also deals with automobiles. The
Chris Ralthel of Luna county, $35.73;
number of automobiles imported in (approximttely $1,500).
Six third prizes of 1,000 roubles Camillo Sanchez of Guadalue county.
the nine months ending with Sepeach (approximately $500).
$30:,.99.
Total, $3,723.41.
tember 1911, was 670, value at
The
of
the
will
subjects
809
competition
automobiles
against
Skipped Bond.
in the corres- be:
valued at $1,623,140
Mounted Policeman C. F Lambert
1. Organization of the methods of
ponding months of 1909. Of the 670
arrested Joseph Fresquez on the
of the wounded on tne batevacuation
automobiles imported in the nine
charge of assaulting Bonifacio Moya
months of 1911, 227 were from France tlefield, comprising as complete an with a deadly weapon. Fresquez was
bearers. brought to Raton for a
113 from Germany, 105 from the Uni economy as possible in
preliminary
2. Portable (surgeons') washstands
ted Kingdom and 85 from Italy. The
hearing, put under bond and now it
war.
for
appears that he jumped his bond and
.! automobile exported In 3. Methods of
.limit,
packing dressings at the police are looking for him.
t ' 9 months under consideration
the aid stations and in the ambuReports received here show that
was, in 1911, 11,244 valued at
lance.
the Indian who was arrested recently
against 6,472 valued at
4. Wheeled stretchers.
in the southern part of Grant county
in the like period of 1910 and
5. Carriage of stretcher on mule
and who told weird tales of blood2,426 valued at $5,481,707 in the like
back.
hounds pursuing him and whose shoul
period of 1909. The largest exporta6. Easily portable folding stretchder showed a bullet wound, was the
tion in the 9 months of 1911 was to er.
man who was shot in a saloon brawl
Canada, 4,107 cars, compared with
7. Transport of the wounded bein Elizabethtown, Colfax county, some
2,563 to the United Kingdom, 352 to tween war vessels,
hospital ships and weeks ago. But the Indian's
identity
France, and 884 to other places, the shore.
still remains unknown.
while shipments were also made to
8. The best method of heating railMexico, the West Indies, and various road cars by a system
independent
countries in South America, Asia, of steam from the locomotive.
ANNUAL CARNIVAL OPENS.
Oceania, and Africa.
9. The best model of a portable
Houston,
Texas, Nov. 13. Houston's
Roentgen apparatus, permitting utili- annual
fall
carnival
opened today with
on the battlefield and
zation of
CASCARETS CLEANSE
the arrival of a large number of
s
at
first
aid
stations.
LIVER AND BOWELS
from all parts of Texas. An
No particular prize la allotted to a
elaborate
of entertainment,
No Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour special subject; but the best exhibi- ln.l..Jln. program
.
'
-mi luuijn sirem huows- ana pageants,
tion, as decided by the judges, lrre
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
football
fireworks,
college
games and
spective of the subject, will be awardTongue or Constipation.
ed the maximum prize, and so on. aeroplane flights, will carry the fes
tivities through the entire week.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges- - inouS" tnis is a new tela or
Sallow
Skin and Miserable deavor toT most American inventors,
Headaches come from a torpid liver the substantial monetary rewards
$100 Reward, $100.
and clogged bowels, which cause should result in many exhibits being
The readers of this paper will be
entered
them.
not
have
fallen
by
They
your stomach to become filled with
pleased to learn that there is at
behind the inventors of other coun- least
one dreaded disease that set
undigested food, which 'sours and
ferments like garbage in a swill bar- tries in fashioning the destructive ence has been able to cure in all its
and that is Catarrh. Hall's
rel. That's the first step to untold agents of warfare, and now that an stages,
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
is
to
them
given
compete now known to the medical
misery indigestion, foul gases, bad opportunity
fraternity.
with other countries in minimizing the Catarrh
breath, yellow skin, mental fears,
being a constitutional dishorrors
of war, it is certain they will ease, requires a constitutional treateverthing that is horrible and nause- not
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
be found wanting.
ating. A Cascaret tonight will give
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysyou a thorough cleansing inside and
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
tem, thereby destroying the foundasraighten you out by morning. They
Following is a list of the letters re- tion of the disease, and giving the pawork while you sleep a
box
tient strength by building up the confrom your druggist will keep you maining uncalled for for the week stitution
and assisting nature in doing
November 11, 1911, in the Las
ending
its work. The proprietors have so
Millions
feeling good for months.
N.
M., postofflce:
much faith in its curative powers
of men and women take a Cascaret Vegas,
Emilio Archulinta, Mrs. Jno. Dolan, that they offer One Hundred Dollars
now and then to keep their stomach,
Manuel Martinez y Gonzalez, Charlie for any case that it fails to cure. Send
liver and bowels regulated, and never Howard
3), Mrs. Francisqulta T. Mar- for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToDon't tinez
(know a miserable moment.
(2), Miss Telesfor Artiz, Rev. T. ledo, O.
forget the children their little
F. O'Brien, Deciderio Padia, C. E.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
need a good, gentle cleansing,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- Adolfo Schill Paul K Rieto,
too,
T. L. Turner (2), R. Williams, MlsB supanoD.
Anna Yeosavell.
When calling for the above letters,
NATIONAL FOX CHASE.
"I am pleased to recommend Chamask for "Advertised Letters."
please
anLexington. Ky., Nov. 13. The
berlain's Cough Remedy as the best
F.
M.
O.
BLOOD, P.
nual field trials of the National
thng I know of and safest remedy for
association began at Crab
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
A. F. OF. L. CONVENTION
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Orchard today, with sportsmen from
Atlanta, Ga Nov. 1? With Presi- Colo. "We have used It repeatedly
various parts of the United States in
and It has never failed to give relief."
attendance. The meet promises the dent Samuel Gompers In the chair, For sale by all druggists.
best sport in years. The Derby for the annual convention of the Ameriyoung hounds was started this morn- can Federation of Labor began In AFor pains In the side or chest
ing and will be followed on Wednes- tlanta today with an attendance of dampen a piece of flannel with Chame
prominent labor leaders from every berlain's Liniment and bind It on over
Stake.
day by the
section of the United States, togeth- the seat of pain. There is nothing
er with fraternal delegates from the better. For sale by all druglsts.
labor bodies of Canada and Great BriPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If tain. The sessions will last about
For coughing, dryness and tickling
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any two weeks and will be followed by in the throat, hoarseness
and all
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or the annual convention of the Building coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. O. G. Pchaefer
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c. Trades section of the federation.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
li'-te-r
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Wireless Telegraphy in East Africa.
The railway and the telegraph are
playing an important part in the economic conquest of Africa. Within the
last few months two wireless tele
graph stations have been established
at Muansa and Bukoba, German East
Each of
Africa, by the government
these has a radius of 600 kilometers
(378 miles). Muanza is now the terminus of the land lines of the German
colony. According to newspaper statement a powerful additional wireless
station will soon be opened at Tabora,
equipped with apparatus for transmission to a distance of nearly 2,500
miles. With this station In operation
the merchants and authorities in German East Africa can communicate
with the Cameroons, and thence by
the German West African cable to Europe, and be In an independent position instead of having, as at present,
to avail themselves of the English
cable company's line via Zanzibar,
Mombasa and Aden, or Zanzibar and
Cape Town.
Some Rules for Health.
The Women's Imperial Health association is the name of an organization in England of which Dr. Mary
Scharlief is president, that runs a
caravan through the country, so that
mothers may be taught in their own
homes how to take care of their
babies. These are some of the rules
that are laid down for the mothers
and their children: "Keep windows
open day and night; do not spit;
breathe through the nose by keeping
the mouth shut; drink pure water; eat
d
meals and cultislowly
vate regular habits; wear loose clothing of seasonable material; take reguexercise In the sunshine,
lar open-ai- r
if possible; wash whole body at least
once a week; work but do not wtory;
get house drains certified by sanitary
authority."
well-cooke-

Painful, Truly.
Bitter experience is a wonderful
teacher. No doubt the young lady had
often been told that she ought to
wear glasses, but had neglected or refused to do so. There was a most
determined look In her eye, however,
as she marched Into the optician's
shop. "I want a pair of glasses immediately," she said. "Good, strong
ones. I won't be without them for another day!" "Good, strong ones?"
"Yes, please. I was out In the country yesterday and I made a very
painful blunder." "Indeed! Mistook
an entire stranger for an old friend,
perhaps?" "No, nothing of the sort
I mistook a bumble bee for a blackberry."
Preferred Hit Mother.
A Pasadena small boy was very
much troubled in his conscience as to
whether he would go to heaven or not,
and, on confiding his fears to his
mother was told the various things
that good little boys were expected
to do and bev. After thinking It all
over the task seemed too great for
accomplishment, and he was in a state
of deep dejection until a happy
thought struck him and he exclaimed:
"Oh, I'll tell you what, mother, you
Just come along and go to hell with
me, It won't be half as bad as they
Bay It Is if you are there."
Amount of Intelligence Needed.
James Hamilton Lewis, attorney-at-laand demostrator of pink whiskers
as successful facial adornments, be
came annoyed by the continual questioning of a newspaper reporter who
wanted to find out something new
about a case in which I,ewiB was interested. "Why," exclaimed lewis
curtly, "you evidently know more
about this case than I do!" You apparently have more sense than I
have." "I have to," responded the reporter, "in order to hold my job." This
amused Lewis so much that he gave
the newspaper man all the information he wanted. Popular Magazine.
Less Missionary Money.
Treasurers of missionary societies
are finding, so they say, remittances to
be slow, with many complaints in their
correspondence of tightness in that
part of the money market devoted to
charities.
These officials believe
these temporary conditions to cause
the slight failing off In gifts to their
societies, and to other benevolences,
rather than any lack of real interest
In missions on the part of Christian
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CORNERSTONE

IS
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LAID FOR ELKS'

NEW HOME
DR.

FRANK

H.

H. ROBERTS

DE-

LIVERS ELOQUENT ADDRESS;
SERVICES BY THE LODGE
Utilizing the Impressive ritual prescribed by the grand lodge Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Elks,
jesterday afternoon, laid the cornerstone of its new club house, corner
of Ninth street and Douglas avenue.
Meeting in the Elks' lodge rooms in
O. R. C. hall the lodge marched in a
body to the building site, where
Exalted Ruler George H. Hunker took
charge of the exercises. Following
a short but impressive ritualistic service in which the stone was laid in
place Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of Normal University, made an
t
address.
Dr. Roberts showed the necessity
for lodges and fraternities if mankind is to continue to progress. He
said that fraternal organizations are
necessary institutions and are doing
work in a field not reached by the
church or the state.
They bring
mankind together in a common brotherhood where they exercise their
highest mental faculties and unite in
an effort to make the world better
through works of charity and brotherly love.
Dr. Roberts referred to the prayer
which had just been uttered by the
chaplain on behalf of the lodge. He
said that so long as the fraternal societies invoked divine blessing and
held tenaciously to a belief in God
they would grow and continue to be
a blessing to manknid. The speaker
asserted that God is an essential fac
tor in the lodges just as he 13 in the
church and in the state. He illustrated this point by mentioning the
well known fact that nations which
knew not God have flourished for a
time but later have gone down to
Dr. Roberts
destruction.
said the
same fate would befall the secret societies should they stray away from
the Grand Exalted Ruler of the Universe.
Dr. Roberts congratulated the Las
in
Vegas lodge upon its enterprise
erecting so beautiful a club home. He
asserted that clubs are a necessity
as they bring men together for purposes of enjoyment and common bet?
terment. Clubs conducted along the
lines maintained by the Elks, the
l
speaker said, are undoubtedly
In many ways. He also congratulated the lodge upon the stable
character of the building soon to
grow upon the foundation of which
the corner stone laid yesterday Is a
part. He said a city is known by
the character of its buildings as well
as the character of its people and
that the Elks' new home is to be a
building of which every citizen may
be proud.
In conclusion Dr. Roberts said:
"Let us hope that centuries hence
some archaeologist delving into the
,
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The Mallory Scotch Finish Soft Hat
Something new, unique and attractive.
Mallory derbies and soft hats In the new
Fall styles are also here in wide variety;
Cra venetted, of course.
Your hat is here.

the, beat hat
you've had in year, Jack!"
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realms of the past, shall unearth
this cornerstone and open it. The
objects that have been placed within this stone are to some etxent representative of our character. Let us
hope the archaeologist will pronounce
our character good. Into the cornerstones of our lives we are placing
records of our character. Let us so
live that when the Great Archaeologist shall open them, in the not distant future, He shall find our char-

acters

state election.
Constitution of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks of the United States .of America.
s
of Lis Vegas
Rules and
;
Lodge No. 408.
Small silk American fla r.
Foreign and "domestic coins
List of subscribers to tlie building

in the first

fund.

of

good."

Roberts' address, while short,
vas particularly appropriate. It contained many eloquent and philiso-phica- l
thoughts which the Elks and
their friends who heard his address
will oherish as fond memories which
will return whenever they gaze upon
the handsome building which was
fcrmally begun yesterday.
When the ceremonies had been
concluded the lodge
reformed in
procession and marched back to the
lodge rooms.
Following Is a list of the articles
placed in the stone:
Roll of the officers and members
of Las Vegas Lodge No. 10S B. P. O.
Elks.
Two editions of the Las Vegas Daily
Optic .containing descriptions of the
Elks' home.
The Revlsta Catollca.
El Independiente.
La Voz del Pueblo.
Phtograph of W. C. McDonald.
Button bearing photograph of H. O.
Bursum.
Republican ballot of the style uaed
in the first state election.
Democratic ballot of the stye used
Dr.
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FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

QUICK - SAFE
NO OPIATES

.

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
Red Cross Drue Co.
O. G. SCHAEFER
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WHY
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ADVERTISED GOODS
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Still

In Doubt.

"So that 1b your impressionistic
"Yes.
What do you
masterpiece?"
think of it?" "It certainly Is a wonderful piece of work. What is it intended to represent?" "I have not decided as jet whether to call it 'Sunset
on the Moor' or An Orchard In
Bloom.' "
But the Bill Wasn't Reduced.
"Do you use condensed milk

at
your house?" "I guess so; we order
a quart a day, and the milkman
squeezes it into a can that holds
about a pint."
Odd Conditions.
"I think

it is extremely queer that
they demand cash payments for telegrams." "Why shouldn't they?" "Because it is a
fact that all
telegraphic messages go on tick."
well-know- n

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to
make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods be
cause, however much confidence the dealer or
manufacturer
may have m them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

H

A, ways

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Fruit Waste Turned Into Jelly.
Germany imported more than three,
thousand tons of fruit waste In 1910,
principally apple and pear peelings
and cores, to be used by jelly

f
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INTEREST IN MURDER TRIAL
Livingston, Vs., Nov. 13. The peoare looking forHow the Pretty Girl Kept Her Word ple of Nelson county
ward with much interest to the trial
When Threatened With
of Ben Hubbard, who is to he arKiss.
raigned tomorrow on the charge of
With impudent daring the dashing having murdered Dr. James S. Petti t.
young man, having carried on a merry Hubbard belong to an old and promiconversation until the timid creature nent family of this section, while his
had not noticed how far they were
victim was one of the most promistraying from he house, turned to nent
physicians of the county and a
her and said:
of Governor Mann's staff.
member
"I believe I will kiss you."
The murder of Dr. Pettit occurred
"Sir!" she exclaimed
haughtily,
drawing herself up with an air of re- on the afternoon of September 25,
gal disdain. "How dare you?"
last, in front of the Virginia hotel, in
"It isn't a question of courage; It's full view of hundreds of country folk
a question of taste." he smiled non- who had
congregated here. It being
chalantly.
Dr. Pettit was settling an
court
day.
"I
such
do
positively forbid you to
with a client, when Hubbard
account
a thing!" she declared.
"And what good does your forbid- ;!! roached from behind and shot him
ding do?" he argued. "We are fully a In the head. Hubbard then walked
mile from any one. We are away out up to his victim and fired five more
here In the meadows. Listen to the ; shorts from an automatic gun. Five
joyous trilling of yonder birds that of the six shots took effect In the
are billing and cooing. All nature head.
Any one of them would hav
and "
suggests
death.
produced
"Sir, you are positively rude!" she
The six shots were fired so quickly
foot.
little
her
Interrupted, stamping
"I should be rude, Indeed, not to thai no one in the crowd could have
wish to kiss so pretty a girl in such stopped Hubbard, but when he had
lovely surroundings," he said placing finished shooting a farmer came up
his arm Hrmly about her slender and pinned his arms behind him and
waist.
took the weapon from him. Then a
"I will not 1st you kiss me!" she crowd
surged around him and tho
asserted.
became intense. For a
"You will not?" he laughed easily. excitement
there
to be danger of
time
am
I
appeared
"How will you prevent me?
stronger than you; you cannot gel mob violence, and Hubbard was rushed to the Jail. Later he was taken
away, from me."
"I can still scream, thank heaven!' to Lynchburg for eaf? keeping.
she answered determinedly.
Hubbard has declined to make any
With no further argument he placed Statement
concerning the tragedy behis free hand under her dimpled chin,
the killing and deyond
admitting
and
elevated it to the proper angle
was
he
that
justified. As to
claring
kissed her.
True to her word, she exclaimed, the motive for the shooting, about all
that has been definitely learned Is
"Thank heaven!" Judge.
that Di. Pettit was called In last
to attend Hubbard's wife who
KNOTS INSTEAD OF BUTTONS spring
was in a delicate condition. Hubbard
for a negroes to attend
Chinese Diplomat's Explanation of the had arranged
his wife and did not want a physiVarious Kinds Used by His
Hubbard's father had learned
cian.
Countrymen.
or th. woman's precarious condition
A Chinese diplomat, dressed In bro- and sent for Dr. Pettit, who aid not
caded silk, was sitting out a dance be- want to attend the patient because
side a fountain with a Bar Harbor of her husband's objection, but was
girl.
finally persuaded to do so and it de
"Yes," he admitted, "my dress is
veloped later that the woman probis
about
one
it
queer thing
pretty, and
that it has no buttons only knots and ably would have died but for his attention. After the occurrence, Dr.
knotholes."
He showed her the fastenings of his Pettit stated to friends that Hubbard
flame colored Jacket.
had threatened his life, but that he
"You see?" he said. "Short cords, did not fear him.
each with a knot at the end, and on
Dr. Pettit was 45 years old, and
the other side a knothole, or, as you
been practicing here for years.
had
simwould say, a buttonhole. That Is
pler than buttons, simpler and easier. His practice was large and lie was
Do you wear pajamas? Yes? Then very popular. It was for this reason
you must know that what I say Is so." that Hubbard was hurried out of the
"On my pajamas," said the girl,
county after the tragedy.
laughing a little, "I have buttons and
In the
coming trial Common
buttonholes instead of knots and
wealth's Attorney Whitehead will be
knotholes."
'How foolish of you!" said the in charge of the lurosecut'on. f John
diplomat. "But what I was going to L. Lee, one of the foremost criminal
Bay was that the knots we employ in lawyers of yirglnia, will he the lead
place of buttons are of many kinds, Ing counsel for the defense.
and they have many names. There
are plum blossom and cherry blossom
MONUMENT AT PETERSBURG
knots for young glsls' garments. Such
13. The
Nov.
Va.,
Petersburg,
would
wear.
are
There
winter
you
and snow knots for the aged. Soldiers handsome granite monument erected
to the memory of the Massachusetts
have death knots."
"What kind of knots are yours ?" the soldiers who fought and fell on the
young girl asked.
historic Crater battlefield was dedi
"Mine?" he replied. "Oh, mine are cated today with impressive ceremoJust the usual married man's knots."
in the presence of a large num"And what are they called?" she nies
ber
of
prominent men from the Bay
pursued.
"Knots of resignation," he answered, State and many residents of Peterswith a sigh.
burg and vicinity. Veterans of the
Blue and the Gray had an equal share
Governor Mann
in the ceremonies.
and
Oxygen.
Gangrene
welcomed
the visitors and
of
Virginia
A remarkable instance of the advantage which medical men may de- Governor Foss of Massachusetts delrive from chemistry has been pub ivered the address of acceptance. Aty
lish'ed In the reports of the Hospital fred S. Roe was the orator of the
Hotel Dleu, at Paris. A young stuand the unveiling ceremony was
dent wrote a thesis In wMch he day
by Miss Otelia Mahone
performed
showed that gangrene and deficiency
of oxygen were to be regarded at McGill, a granddaughter of the late
cause and effect. Dr. Laugier, sur General William Mahone. The cereof the hospital, having a monies closed with a benediction by
case of spontaneous gangrene undei Father O'Farrel, chaplain of A. P.
his care, proceeded to test the theory Hill camp of the United Confederate
The patient, a man seventy-fivyears Veterans.
of age, had the disease in one foot
The memorial consists of a granite
one toe was mortified, and the whole
member was In danger. The diseased shaft 22 feet high, surmounted by a
part was enclosed In an apparatui bronze eagle bearing in its beak an
contrived to disengage oxygen con olive branch, emblematic of peace.
tinuously, and in a short time the A bron7e tablet bears
coat of
gangrene was arrested and the fool arms of Massachusetts and another
recovered Its healthy condition. A
contains the inscription: "To
singular experiment tried upon an tablet
other patient, equally aged, and equal- the memory of the soldiers and sailly successful, from which the infer ors who gave their lives in the army
ence follows that treatment with oxy- of the Potomac and the James in the
gen Is an effectual remedy for a dis various battle of Virginia, this monease which too often infests hospitals ument is erected by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
SO THEN HE TOOK
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may be described as
effects (for lack of a more
graceful name) are prominent In
the world of fancy feathers and
are In demand this fall. Feathers in
all sorts of ornaments and trimmings
and many
hats are shown
by the best Importers, representing
,
much patient
and marvelous color combinations, on the part of
those who make them.
Nature seems to have delighted in
making feathers wonderfully beautiful. They are aR wonderful as the flowers, and their beauty is almost IndeThe markings, tnottllngs
structible.
and set figures which we discover in
quills or other single feathers, are fair
ly awe inspiring, their inimitable col
ors and sheen, the gradations in size
of the markings, the Iridescent splendor, which constantly changes as the
light strikes them at varying angles,
cannot be Imitated. These are the
work of great and mighty nature, and
beautiful beyond compare. It is no
wonder that mankind, especially womankind, chooses them as a decoration
for the head. And they are about to
pass beyond the realm of millinery
and become a decoration for the coiffure at least this Is the rumor floating about.

WHAT

hand-work-

BLUE AND RED

FOR

Extremely Bright Colors to
inent In All the Before-Winte- r
Fabrics.

RU

are therefore expensive. There are
many beautiful feathers and feather
ornaments, however, within the reach
of everyone.
Good, fancy feathers do
not go out or style Those in natural
colorings are nature's paintings, and
people with an eye for beauty will always appreciate them.
In dealing with
ostrich feathers,
men have become so expert In dyeing and manipulating that they have
produced

Prom

them

in

all

lovely

col-

ors and shades and In many InA
tricate combinations of color.
great variety of what is termed
"fancy ostrich" is now a permanent
feather among millinery trimmings.
Some feathers, like the graceful bird
of paradise, are most beautiful In the
natural coloring, and, after this, white
Is the best choice for them. The natural feather of the peacock is incomparably splendid. This feather, bleached to white, retains shadowy markings,
and looks like the delicate ghost of a
feather. One sees the white peacock
so rarely that it is for all time un- forgetable.
The liking for feathers Is commend
able, an indication of good taste.
JULIA

ruwtrt SURE

Be

turbans and hats

The

difficult to make, and exquisite; they

TO

BOTTOMLEY.

PLEASE THE BRIDE

Dainty Piece of Underwear, Made by
Friend, Makes a Most Acceptable
Present.

Navy blue and scarlet are appearening prominently in the autumn
They
semble of sartorial effects
are the old army colors, deep navy
blue and bright red, and are striking
as well as youthful. Blue serge or
rough tweed traveling and motor
coats have hood collars of scarlet
broadcloth, and blue serge suits
show dashes of the scarlet In their

If your beBt friend Is to be married
and you know that she will receive
quantities of silver and cut glass, why
not give her some handsome and
dainty piece of underwear that she
cannot duplicate in the shops?
A petticoat, for instance, made of
fine cambric and net, with lace and
ribbon trimming, makes a particularly acceptable gift.
Make the foundation of cambric cut
trimming.
'suits, over a seven gored pattern, fitting the
With these
many of which have smart touches of hips closely and closing with a habit
black braid, are worn the broad som- back. The length should be three
brero hats heralding the approach of Inches from the floor, or exactly to the
autumn. White is extremely good In ankles.
a hat of this kind, bent Into a beFinish the cambric foundation with
coming shape and trimmed simply a ruffle of net edged with lace.
miliMake three wide Spanish ruffles of
with a soft scarf, a band or a
net trimmed with lace insertion and
tary ornament.
Russian blouBes and Norfolk Jack- edged with good, strong lace, and put
ets are made to be worn with or with- these on the foundation one above the
out an underwalst. With a flannel other, Joining the top one with a two
waist they could be Inch band of lace beading, and Insert
or medium-weigh- t
worn far into the autumn, or even be a piece of soft ribbon through this.
made to serve as Jackets.
ending with a bow at the left side.
These lace petticoats are much
smarter to wear with evening gowns
For Silk Embroideries.
There are some things not of com- than silk or satin and, being made of
mon knowledge by far that the em- soft materials, cling as closely to the
broiderer in silk will be very glad to figure as the finest messallne.
Even if the bride to be goes Into
learn. One of these is the use of an
silof
the
only occasionally, she will be
in
society
thimble
place
aluminum
with a really elegant under
which
of
you
one
delighted
might
ver or gold
be the proud possessor. The steel or skirt of this description.
the stiver of gold thimbles are worked
semi-militar- y

Into shape, and this causes the silk to
catch on them to the annoyance of
Now the everywhere
the crocheter.
used aluminum
little
and
apparent
thimble Is pressed Into shape and
therefore has no metal projections,
which though infinitesimal are still
and harass the
large enough to haggle
a
silk For ne same reason use larger needle. The silk will pass through
the cloth easier.

EMBROIDERED WAIST

For Twisted Thread.
The woman who sews is very often
thread twist
annoyed by having theIf she is
using
especially
knots,
into
a long thread.
It
Waxing the thread by running
over a bit of beeswax Is the proper
but wax
way to avoid this trouble;
thread
slightthe
discolors
sometimes
desirable on that
ly and is not always
account.
you
For either silk or cotton thread
a small
can use, the same as wax,
soap that is perpiece of pure whitemakes
the thread
fectly dry. This
This beautiful waist is embroidered
maverm.
tne
through
slip
twisted tulle trimmed with bands of lace inprevent
and absolutely
sertion. The yoke is of plain tulle.
knots.
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CONGRESS

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

Kansas City, Mo., Not. 13. A thou
sand or more delegates are in the
city to attend the annual meeting of
the
Commercial
congress, which will begin its sessions In Convention hall tomorrow.
Among the participants will be the
governors of several states, mayors of
cities, prominent railroad officials
and representatives
of commercial
industrial and agricultural organizations throughout the west.
Many
matters of importance will be considered during the meeting.
The
principal ones, however, will be the
great reclamation
projects of the
west, the development of western
trade, immigration, an river transportation.

CALENDAR

r-f

HOME CURE FOR

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

RHEUMATISM

Trans-Mississip-

THINK THIS OVER.

This Offer Should Gain the Confidence
of the Most Skeptical.

Annual meet of the National
association begins at Crab
Orchard, Ky.
Carl Morris vs. Jack Qeyer, 10
rounds, at Empire A. C, New York.
Tuesday.
Meeting of the NaUonal Baseball
commission in Cincinnati.
Annual field trials of
Field Trials club, Rice's
Landing, Pa.
Wednesday.
Annual meeting of National association of Professional Baseball clubs
at San Antonio, Texas.
A
nnual conference
race at University of Iowa,
Iowa
s'

cross-countr-

h-j

Didn't Need It.

It was the anniversary of his young
D. A. R. OF TENNESSEE
son's birthday, and the proud father,
Murfreeboro, Tenn., Nov. 13. Many
who felt that he ought to give the lad
were in attendance this afvisitors
something, stepped Into a bookseller'!
the annual convention
When
ternoon
shop.
of the
"What kind of book would you like, of the Tennessee division
sir?" asked the assistant, to whom Daughters of the American Involuthe other had confided his purpose.
tion was called to orde- by Mrs. Tho"Something that would be useful mas Day, the state regent. Tho conand educative," answered the father,
vention will continue its sessions unforgetting that he always detested
til Thursday.
such books in his own boyhood.
"Well, here Is a very excellent on
-

on

SECOND TRIAL
Alexandria, Va., Nov. 13. In
FACES

'Self-Help.- '"

the
the father,
"Ben don't need anything of that kind clrcluk court of Alexandria county
You ought to see him at the dinner
the case of Louis Vondermlller,
table!"
charged with the murder of his brother-in-law,
John Reeves, came up toA Summer Butterfly.
day for its second trial. At the first
"That fellow thinks he has a II- trial last spring the jury was unable
cense to flirt, but he'll get his."
to agree on a verdict.
"Why his sense of security T"
were the justifications
"Oh, he was divorced by some and insanity
offered by the
homicide
of
the
a
with
Judge,
proviso that he must
not marry again."
"Self-Help!-

"

exclaimed

Self-defen-

y

8aturdy.

,

Thousands have cured themselves of
Rheumatism by using S. S. S., a
medicine made entirely of roots,
herbs and barks; no harmful mineral
enters into its composition, and
S. S. S. is therefore safe for any one
to use. Book on Rheumatism and
S. S. S. is sold
medical advice free.
at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta. Co.

NATIONAL

LEAGUE.

MUNICIPAL

Richmond, Va;, Nov. 13. A wide vaIowa.
riety of municipal problems are to
Nebraska vs. Kansas, at Lawrence, be wrestled with by the delegates who
assembled in Richmond from all parts
Kans.
Ohio State vs. Oberlln, at Oberlin, O. of the country todav to attend the
Drake vs. Washington, at Des seventeenth annual convention of the
National Municipal league. CommisMoines.
Purdue vs. Rose Polytechnic, at La sion government, franchise legislation,
electoral reform and the work of c' "'c
fayette.
Georgia vs. Georgia Tech., at At secretaries are among the leadin :;
lanta.
topics slated for consideration. ImAlabama vs. Sewanee, at Birming- portant reports also will be presented
ham.
by committees appointed to InvestiVanderbilt vs. Mississippi, at Nash- gate the relation of the social evil and
the liquor traffic to municipal admin
ville.
istration.
vs.
Washat
Virginia
Georgetown,
ington, D. C.
' CLUB WOMEN MEET
South Carolina vs. Davidson, at CoNew York, Nov. 13. Delegates replumbia, S. C.
asresenting a membership of 125,000
lor
today
in
the
metropolis
sembled
New
TO VOTE ON COMMISSION PLAN. the annual convention of the
of
Womin's
Federation
York
State
Council Bluffs, la., Nov. 13. Council
A
Bluffs will hold a special election to- clubs. The sessions are to he b
and
wlJJvConth
morrow to decide on the commission at the Hotel Astor
plan of municipal government. AdvJ-cate- through the greater parr ot th$ w
of the commission plan have Miss Mary Garrett Hay of this city
waged a vigorous campaign and ex- will preside and among the speakers
press confidence today that it will be will be many women prominent In
adopted by a substantial majority of social, philanthropic and club affairs
votes.
throughout the country.

TRIAL AT LEXINGTON
Ky., Nov. 13. The case
of Thomas F. Dolan, charged with the
murder of Patrick Mooney, was call
ed for trial today. The killing of
Mooney occurred last spring and is

lxington,

alleged to have resulted from a quar
rel between the two men. Dolan is
an employe of E. P. Bradley, the turf
man, and Is well known among horsemen. Mooney, the victim of the
tragedy, was one of the proprietors
of the Leland hotel and a member
of the board of aldermen.
This is
the second trial of the case, the first
trial having resulted in a Jury disagreement.

s

PRESIDENT SMITH'S BIRTHDAY
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 13.
The seventy-thirbirthday anniversary of President Joseph F. Smith
of the Mormon church was observed
today by the members of the his family and the dignitaries of the church.
President Smith was born in Missouri and joined the exodus to the
Halt Lake Valley
in 1848.
After
serving for many years as a missionary of the church in foreign lands
he wds ordained an apostle in 1866
and a member of the Council
of
Twelve the next year. He has been
president of the church since the
death of Lorenzo Snow ten years

m

f

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour

d

the answer" to

every Bakirvf Problem.

It's Finer,-Whit- er
arvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEE S

Famous

ago.

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK

I

Gross Kelly

Surely Breaks the Cold and Ends
Grippe Misery in a Few Hours.

C&

-

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

It is a positive fact that a dose of
Pape'a Cold Compound taken

every
two hours until
three consecutive
doses are taken will cure Grippe or
break up the most severe cold, either
in the head, chest, back, sTomach or
limbs.
You distinctly feel the cold breaking and all the disagreeable grippe
symptoms leaving after the very first
dose. It promptly ends the most miserable headache, dullness, head and
nose stuffed up, feverishness, sneezing, sore throat, running of the nose,
mucous catarrhal discharges, soreness, stiffness and rheumatic twinges.
Pane's Cold Compound is the result
of three years' research at a cost of
more than fifty thousand dollars and
contains no quiuine, which we have
conclusively demonstrated is not effective in the treatment of colds or
grippe.
Take this harmless Compound as
directed, with the knowledge that
there is no other medicine made anywhere else in the world, which will
cure your cold or end Grippe misery
as promptly and without any other
s
assistance or bad
as a
package of Pape's Cold Comwhich any druggist in the
pound,
world can supply.

ce

ot

Opening of NaUonal Horse Show in
Madison Square Garden, New York.
Football:
Yale vs. Princeton, at
New Haven, Conn.
Harvard vs. Dartmouth at Cam
bridge, Mass.
Carlisle Indians vs. Syracuse, at
Syracuse, N. Y.
Brown vs. Universitv of Vermont,
at Providence.
Army vb. Colgate, at West Point.
Navy vs. Pennsylvania State, at An
napolis.
Wisconsin vs. Minnesota, at Madi
son, Wis.
Pennsylvania vs. Michigan, at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Chicago vs. Cornell, at Chicago.
Illinois vs.: Northwestern, at Ur-bana, 111.
Iowa vs. Iowa State, at Iowa City.

geon-in-chi-

e

re-da-

City.

MURDER

WAY TO
END A BAD COLD

chances of becoming
helpless sufferer from
by trying to cure the
external applications
treatment sometimes gives relief
from the severe pain, or may
the inflammation of a swollen
joint or muscle, but the effect can-nbe more than temporary. Each
day the cause is allowed to remain
in the system Rheumatism gets a
firmer hold on its victim.
Purify
blood
the
of
inflammatory uric
your
acid and then you will cure the disease permanently. The system will
respond more quickly and surely to
S. S. S. than any other treatment.
This great blood purifier possesses
the penetrating qualities necessary
to drive oat every trace of orate
matter from the circulation and
build the blood up to a nourishing
and healthful condition. Only pare
Mood can overcome Rheumatism.

Monday.

We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our remedy fails
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You are
not obliged to us in any way whatever, if you accept our offer. That's
a mightv broad statement tint wo
mean every word of it. Could anything be more fair for you?
A most scientific,
common-sens- e
treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. Their active
principle is a recent scientific discovery thai la odorless, and tasteless:
very pronounced, gentle, and pleasant
In acion, and
particularly agreeable
in every way. This Ingredient does
not cause diarrhoea, nausea, flatulence, flripingi or other inconvenience.
Rexall Orderlies are particularly good
for children, aged and delicate per
sons.
If you suffer from chronic or habitual constipation, or the associate or
dependent chronic ailments, we urge
you to try Rexall Orderlies at our
rislc. Remember, you can get them In
Las Vegas only at our store, 12 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25 cents;
80 tablets, 50 cents. Sold only at our
store The Rexall Store. E. G. Mur-phe-

MOST CERTAIN

nor take
a cripple or
Rheumatism
disease with
alone. Such

Do not waste time

ore d

vVATS-5-

National

Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
All Stylet.

ALT MORE
to 181.
Front U In.

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In.

Sizes

Front2KIn.
Back

I

Back

Distributors

In

I

A la,

RETAIL PRICES
I

be. or Mora, Each Delivery

is.

1,000 lbs. to 2,000
Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,008 lbs., Each Delivery
50 Iba. to 200 Iba., Each Do II vary
Leoa Than B0 Iba., Each Delivery

20c per 10t lbs.
tSe per 100 lbs.
too per 100 lbs
40o par 100 lbs.
sOc

per

100 Iba.

AGUA PURAgCOMiPiANY

after-effect-

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Parity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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accepted by the president of the United States as a gift from the Lincoln
Farm association.
The accident of
geography made Kentucky Lincoln's
birthplace, but it was
happy accident that made it possible for Kentucky to be the scene of such a ceremony as took place when the memorial was consecrated to the nation's use.
The wholeheartedness with which
the survivors of the Confederacy
have joined In honoring Lincoln is
a propitious augury for complete sec- tional reconciliation. The statue and
memorial to the great emanclpa-- !
tor mark the place where North and
South come together, near the line
which once divided them into opposing armies. In he true sense, Lincoln
always belonged to the South as well
as to the North, for he was the nation's.
WANT

MORE LEGISLATION.

Washington, Nov. 13. President
GROWER
Taft today discussed with Attorney
One rear
$2.00 General Wlckersham the advisability
Month
1.00 of supplemental
t
legislation
at the coming session of congress. The
(Cauh in Advance for Mail
conference related particularly to the
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money likelihood of passing a federal incorrder
f sent otherwise we will not poration act
fee
"(nusible for loss.
copies free on application.
TRIPLE MURDER IN BROOKLYN.
New York, Nov. 13. A triple murpapers discontinub:d
THB EXPIRATION OP TIME
der was committed today in BrookPAID FOR.
lyn. Two women, mother and daughter, and the child of one of them,
Advertisers
are guaranteed
the were found dead in a dwelling on
irgtsi daily and weekly circulation Park avenue. The father of the child
t any newspaper in Northeastern is being searched for by the police.
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had at one time of holding
him up before the children as the one
who would mete out punishment for
"
their
she writes. "His
homecoming meant a sort of, tribunal,
where the sorry little culprits were
lined up before the offended judge and
chastisements more or less severe
were forthcoming. The order of ceremonies had to be abondoned.
The
man of the house said that he would
not stand it to have his children dread
the sight of him and look upon him as
a species of ogre. Besides, the effect
upon his disposition and that of his
children was bad After the nervous
strain of a day's work, the father was
In no frame of mind to hear disputee
and to administer justice."
a

habit

I

wrong-doings,-

high-clas-

well-know- n

13,

In discussing "The Suburban Woman and Her Children" in Suburban
Life, Margaret Woodward tells of the
peculiar problems of the suburban
mother and how little of the training
at children can be expected from the
fathers, who are away at business all
day. "My husband rebelled against

Colonel Lemert Tells How Warning to
Late Ohio Senator Was

El Paso, Nov. 13. After being
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1911.
u
stranded in the sand fifteen miles
a
west of El Paso, for eight days, Avia
D
THANKSGIVING DA 1
tor Robert Fowler flew into town toPROCLAMATION
He will remain here tonight
day.
with the intention of proceeding to- EVERY MONTH HAS ITS MOOD
b
November :!0, the last Thursday of morrow.
b November
of the present year, acSportswoman Discovers That We Decording to the usual custom, has been
Several hundred soldiers of the
velop Different Temperament
i set apan y the
With Each Month.
president as a day United States signal corps, who have
i Of thanksgiving and
been stationed in the neighborhood of
prayer.
t
A
sportswoman writes
During he last year New Mexico San Antonio, Texas, for several me
an interesting note as to the at1 has had
much to be thankful for. op-- ' months, passed through Las Vegas
titude to the months of those ladies
portune rains have fallen over the yesterday morningi on their way to who take an active part In life and
greater part of our area, so that as a Fort D. A. Russell, near Cheyenne, the pleasures of the field. She says:
rule bountiful crops have rewarded Wyo., where they are regularly quar"Have you ever thought how we
the toil of the husbandmen; fruit tered. The soldiers were traveling on all, more or less, develop a different
i trees and
temperament each month"? It seems
gardens have produced plen-- i a special train.
to me that in January we are appretoously, and our herds of cattle and
in February,
speculative;
colts of sheep have increased
On account of train No. 10 being hensive;
largely
May, impulsive; June, appreciative;
1
number and cattle have brought
unnot
will
arrive
which
late today
July it's generally too hot to be anyhigh prices. During the til 9:30 tonight, will run same pro- thing but submissive; August, aggresr we have been free from epi-- j
gram, "The Switchman's Tower," sive; October, contemplative.
'raics and piques and the health of "Broncho
"For November fid December
Bill's lAst Spree," "Pathe'9
" citizens on the whole has been Weekly Current Events,"
words fall me to define a temperai
of
Change
ment. The hunting womau is in her
!ood.
...
program tomorrow. Photoplay thea seventh heaven and as happy as can
'storV has" BeSflj jftade during the ter.
be to be in the saddle again and at
i last twelve months.
A constitution
covert side. Of course nowadays each
J$ for the government of New Mexico
T. J. Cravens has been chosen to month has its program for the sports, has been
adopted state officers have be eighth grade teacher and principal woman she Is much more the symand intelligent companion of
been elected by the people at an elec-tio- of
grades in the High School building pathetic
the sportsman than ever was the case
marked by quiet and good order, in place of Miss
rewho
Daisy Paine,
before."
and in a few weeks the officers so
cently resigned. Mr. Cravens is a
chosen will assume the reins of gov- well educated
man, being a graduate
ernment
from the Kansas Wesleyan UniverChild Stories.
No, Therefore, I, William J. Mills, sity. His education has been suppleA little boy was asked how he
governor of the Territory of New mented by a great deal of travel.
stood In school. "In the corner," he
Mexico, in accordance with the usual
.
Once upon a time a
replied.
do
custom,
hereby proclaim Thursday,
little girl was asked to define a mounChurch Building in Sections.
November 20, A. D. 1911, to be
tain range. She said it was a large-sizeThe Episcopal Diocese of Maryland
A
school
cook stove.
Thanksgiving Day, and a legal holi- has
received a novel gift. It is a por- teacher asked her class who was the
day in the Territory of New Mexico. table church
made in sec- mother of the great Scottish leader.
The observance of this day is strictly tions in "knock-down-building,
"
style, and capBruce.
said
"Mrs. Bruce,"
an American custom and it should be able of seating 250 persons. It is to Robert
A little
one little boy.
girl
observed by all.
Schools will be. be used by the committee on church went out on her back porch one mornclosed and the people generally when extension in founding new missions. ing and found that a chunk of ice
they can do so, should attend places It will be set up in some promising left by the Iceman was nearly all
"The ice Is about all
of worship and give thanks to the mission field, occupied by the con- melted.
verts until they are able to provide drowned," she told her, mother. . . .
Almighty for having safely brought
better and more perma- A teacher asked a little girl: "What is
iour :country through another year something
nent, then knocked down and taken to the office of the gastric juice?" "The
and for having given us as a people some other
place where it is need'
'omacb," she said.
so many comforts and blessings.
Done at the Executive Office this,
Ethics of Visiting.
the 10th day of November, A. D., 1911.
Waters Left by the Flood.
The two children were playing In
Withness my hand and the Great Seal the
M. Vedrlnes, in his flight to Madrid,
yard at the home of Constance.
of the Territory of New Mexico.
She remembered the teaching of her passed near a chain of lakes which
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
(Seal)
parents, but she wished to play a cer- few tourists have visited. The Desert
tain game and Taylor desired to play de Carlitte, in the Pyrenees, close on
the
Governor:
ly
another game. "You ought to play 10,000 feet above the sea, contains no
NATHAN JAFFA.
my game," said Taylor, "because I'm less than sixty lakes of varying sizes.
Secretary of New Mexico.
your visitor, and you ought to do what These, according to local tradition,
v
o
I want to do." Constance realized the were left at the time of the flood.
truth of this, yet she did not wish to When the waters subsided it appears
HONORING LINCOLN
Noah and his family landed on
give In to her little friend. "Let's that
the
de Prlgue, one of the highest
Puy
over
to
your house, Taylor," she
Colonel Henry Watterson crowned go
peaks In the district. Convincing
said.
a fine career of patriotic service
proof of the truth of this tradition is
found in an Iron ring to which, the
when he delivered a brilliant oration
At Work on Mezorical Figures.
peasants declare, the Ark was moored
at the dedication of the statue to
Louis St. Gaudens, brother of the when the landing was effected.
Abraham Lincoln in the Kentucky
state capitol.
There has never been famous sculptor and an artist of rare
on
promise bimself, is now
anything perfunctory or reluctant, figures for the new union working
station in
Logical Opposition.
never any mental reservation, in the
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, advocatWashington, D. C. There are to be
with which Colonel six allegorical figures, for which Pres- ing woman
completeness
suffrage in New York,
WaHerson accepted the verdict o f the ident Eliot of Cambridge has writ- said:
A taunch adherent
ten
civil war.
the inscriptions. St. Gaudens lives
"I have never heard in all my life
of
the Confederacy during all the trou- in a remodeled Shaker meeting house a single syllable of logical opposition
at Cornish, N. H, built in 1798.
to woman suffrage. The average ope
blous times of the republic's
position is neither better nor worse
he
has
a
for
half
struggle,
than
the argument of a certain carter.
century been aggressively American
Down and Out.
" 'Ah,' be
'wot would womand his splendid tributes to Mr. Lin"I shall not permit you," he de- en do with agrowled,
vote If they had it? Concoln have done much to make the clared, "to trample on my love with trary critters Why, If I
sayB to my
national reunion an accomplished impunity." "I shall not do it," she old woman, 'Gimme liver and bacon
for
she
had
been
Just
saucily
replied,
fact.
for dinner,' do I get It? Naw! I get
I
No American can honor Abraham Invited to go to dinner with the son of tripe and onions.' " Washington Star.
a Pittsburg millionaire. "When I
Lincoln without honoring himself,
trample on your love I shall do it with
without dedicating himself to the my feet."
Dickens' Honeymoon Cottage.
perpetuity of the Union for which the
A memorial tablet is to be fixed on
life.
great martyr gave his
the cottage at Chalk, near Gravesend,
(For this
Enthusiasm.
reason there is an eloquent fitness in
"Since Sally entered the newspaper where Charles Dickens spent part of
the significant ceremonies attending business she is
his honeymoon, and Mr. Percy
simply saturated with
Is executing a bronze bust of
the dedication of the statue and the It." "I should say so. She carries her
memorial enshrining the log: cabin in feelings about it to such an extent the novelist In black marble, which he
which Lincoln was born. This me- that she never wears any but a 'scoop' Is presenting to the Gravesend Dickens' Fellowship, to be placed over the
morial Is now thi property of the nadoorway of the cottage. London
tion, In whose behalf it was formally
Evening Standard.
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Subuman Mothers' Problems.

PLAYER

"A visit to Washington always recalls the good old days when my
friend Senator Calvin S. Brice was
here," said Colonfel Lemert of Ohio.
"Ohio never fully appreciated the
worth of Brice until he was gone, and
those who knew the real man personally never tire of telling about his ca- reer. Long before his election to the
senate he came to my town of Bucy-th- e
rus 88 a olever yunS lawyer, but even
then ne was Dt ginning to indicate
what was in him. After our consultation he insisted on meeting with a famous character of our town who kept
s
a rather
gambling place. I
do not mean a public resort, but just
a gentlemen's poker game. Brice had
heard a lot about the wonderful skill
of these citizens, and he had a curiosity to try them a spell as a matter
of recreation. I begged him almost
with tears in my eyes not to risk his
money with such
experts, but he
smiled. Then I explained that I would
have a supply of funds for him when
he was ready to leave town, as I felt
sure these local sports would trim
him down to his shirt studs. I even
begged that I might take care of his
watch.
"Well, I worried a good deal that
night, and could hardly sleep thinking
what was happening to Brice. I
hastened to find him the next mornHe was chipper and smiling,
ing.
and I asked him if he needed any
money with which to leave. He smiled
and pulled out a roll of bills. Then
he explained that he had tackled our
local heavyweights In a quiet little
gentlemen's game, and had won every
dollar they could rake and scrape together. I have never warned men like
Brice against going into any Bort of a
wasn
game. It is breath wasted.
lngton Post

MONDAY,

A Scary Horse.
man in upper New York , state,
who was desirous of purchasing a
horse for the use of his wife, recently
A

entered into negotiations with a vet
eran horse dealers.
"Now, I'm not
so particular about speed," said the
prospective purchaser, "but I must
have a gentle horse." "Here is one
that I'll warrant to be perfectly safe,"
said the dealer. Indicating a
steed nearby. "Are you sure he is
not afraid of anything?" Insisted the
man. The dealer assumed an air of
he Bald,
deep reflection. "Well,"
"there's one thing he has always appeared to be afraid of ever since I
got him. It seems as if he's scared to
death for fear some one might say
'whoa!' and he not hear It." Lippin-cott'g

s.

Gyroscopes for Aeroplanes.
In France Mons. Glrardville has
been experimenting
with model
furnished with
gyroaeroplanes
scopes to insure greater stability. The
principle is the same as in the application of gyroscopes to counteract the
rolling ships. In a report to the Paris
academy of sciences, Mons. Glrardville says that his models, when
used
as gliders without motors,
were free from periodic
oscillations, and that they automatically reestablished their equilibrium after beThe difficulty,
of
ing disturbed.
course, is that the gyroscope introduces an extra weight to be carried.
With his models Mons. Glrardville
used gyroscopes weighing about 12
pounds, and rotating at the rate of
6,000 turns a minute.

GOING

BACK

TO

PAGANISM

Orthodox Priests Claim That in Some
Parte of Russia Churches
Are Empty.

government feature established in
Paris, is an effort to facilitate the
movement of tourists in that country..
All information about nlares of inter.
est and routes is here available.
The Green Kind.

Briggs Kipling gets a dollar a
That must be the record.
Rlggs No, here's a select councilman
who got $20,000 for saviner "Ave."
Llppincott's.
word.

Involuntary Exclamations.
First TouristThe health situation
Is going to give us some
annoyance
with this cholera scare. Second Ditto
-- Plague take it!

Suspicious.
"That stranger protests that he has
been given a degree In several
places." "Then I bet It was the third."

BT

j

AEROPLANES EFFECTIVE

the Joy of Living That All
Other Things Fade and

Such le

IN ThIPOLI

Die Away.

.

1

4iM

WAR

i

Kuz-nieco-

post-offic-

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm

long-legge- d

'

ELY

The Leading

St-- .

New York

Brands of High latent Flour

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles

Ufeld

Company

New Mexico's Ltvrgest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors

32 Colored Pages
2000 lUuitration of

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
PATTERNS
IS NOW ON SALE
Sc if purchased with a 16c

BROTHERS. 56 Warren

Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
Boss Patent"

STYLE BOOK

pattern

SPECIAL

Shoes, Coats and Ready
to Wear Apparel
of Quality
FOR THE WHOLE FAfllLY
Blankets, Comforts, Bedspreads,
fallows, Rubbers, Alaskas, Arctics,

For This Week Only

furs, Toys, Boys' Clothing, Hats,

Any Ladies' or Child's
Hat at 3 Off

Stockings, Underwear, Dry Goods
and Men's Furnishings.

1--

Evidence of Ability.

"Why did you take such a grouchy
fellow on your football team?" 'That's
why. He's such a kicker."

THE

C

new-foun-

a

FISHJAKE

Look at those two venerable gentleAccording to official statistics pubAIRCRA.'T HAVE PROVED OF
lished by the ministry of the interior, men floating in a skiff upon the clear
ASSISTANCE TO
of
them
One
of
waters
Lake
George.
large numbers of the peasantry in the
ARMY.
ALIAN
an
governments of Perm, UJa and Vlatka is a successful statesman,
of the United States, a lawyer
have fallen into a state of paganism,
.'.
arseilles, France, Nov. 13. Offl-e- c
worshiping the ancient gods, Flor and versed in all the curious eccentricities
of the American cruiser Chester,
Lavra. There are now 20,000 idola- of the "lawless science of the law."
ters in Vlatka, 4,000 in Perm and The other is a learned doctor of med- which arrived from Tripoli Saturday,
all
to
icine, able to give the name
11,000 in Uja.
are unanimous in the opinion that forLocal officials say that the worship diseases from which men have imagare in no danger there. Com- of Flor and Lavra had never totally ined they
suffered, and to in- eigners
iider Decker will forward an offl-- I
i.
are
tireu
who
ones
new
vent
for
those
tiisappeared from these districts, but
report on the situation to Washassumed alarming proportions after of vulgar maladies.
t
But all their learning is forgotten, ington,
the bad harvests of the past three
Officers of the cruiser say that dur-- ,
years. The pagan priests who still their cares and controversies are laid
lingered in remote districts carried aside in the "Innocuous desuetude.' ing, their stay at Tripoli the Turkish
on active propaganda among the peasThe Summer School of Sociology is batteries located east of the city
antry, telling them that Flor and Lav- assembled. The medical congress is were directing an ineffective fire
ra sent bad harvests as a sign of in session. But they care not no, not
as much as the value of a single live .;.ninst the Italian warships in the
anger.
The consequence was that many bait. The sun shines upon them with roadstead.
The officers think the Italians con
fervent heat, but It Irks them not.
cnousands of peasants ceased to attend the churches, took to sacrificing The rain descends, and the winds trol the situation In Tripoli and are
cattle to Lavra and Flor Instead and blow and beat upon them, but they advancing slowly into the interior.
attended services in forest groves are unmoved. They are securely an- The cholera situation in the city is
consecrated to these gods. The police chored here in the lee of Sabbath Day bad but apparently the epidemic is
are trying to put a stop to the move- Point.
forces.
What enchantment binds them to not serious among the Italian
ment but without avail, as the large
Italian
of
the
The
impression
general
What
inconsiderable
that
forest shelter the idolators.
magic
spot?
fixes their eyes upon the point of the aviation service was that it was efThe ministry has sent out Dr.
of the Moscow Archaeological
fishing rod, as if it were the finger fective In facilitating the advance of
Institute to study the movement. The of destiny? It is the enchantment of the Italians. From the Chester the
orthodox priests complain that many uncertainty. Let the philosopher ex- aeroplanes could be seen, maneuverof their churches are standing quite plain it as he will. Let the moralist
ing above the forts in the harbor and
empty, while in some cases the peas- reprehend it as he chooses. There is over the oasis, the tree of which conants force them to hang In their nothing that attracts human nature
churches the hides of cattle which more powerfully than the sport of cealed Arabs and Turks.
have been sacrificed to Flor and tempting the unknown with a fishing
e
R. Lynch, an official of the
line. Henry Van Dyke Fisherman's
Lavra.
mornLuck.
this
arrived
department
ing from Denver and stopped in Las
TOOTHLESS SAWS FOR STEEL
Vegas today on business.
BEWARE OF PETTING CATS
High Speed Revolving Disks Now
Woman's Experience Is Enough to
Used for Cutting the Hard
Make Anybody Cautious About
Metal.
Stroking Felines.
The employment of high speed re"I like cats very much," said the
volving disks of mild steel for cutting
hard steel has become common, but woman, "but I shall think twice1 and
the process always excites the aston- look half a dozen times before I pet
ishment of the uninitiated. The disks one In public again. I am particularare preferably made of boiler plate ly fond of the big black cat that
quality andre about a quarter of an graces the restaurant where I eat my
He
dinners. Tom likes me, too.
inch thick. They revolve with a peripheral speed of as much as 20,000 feet brushes off his superfluous fur against
a minute. One of these disks will cut my best clothes and curls up at my
Last
through a heavy channel section of feet In purring contentment.
hard steel, 12 by 6 inches, in 15 sec nigltt, when the remnants of my dinner had ceased to Interest me, I
onds.
It appears to act by local fusion. looked for Tom. He lay Just under
The very high speed causes thousands the edge of the table. I reached down
of inches of surface to impinge in and patted the big black lump affecrapid succession on the metal under- tionately.
" 'Dear old fellow,' I
murmured,
cut, so that Its temperature at the
Sure to Cive Satisfaction.
point of contact becomes very high, then I wound up the endearing epithet
C!VE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
although the disk, owing to its large with a little shriek.
"The black lump was not Tom at It eleniwes, soothrs, heals and protects the
surface area, remains relatively cool.
itoettaed niombniue resulting from Catarrh
All its frictional energy is concenall, but the foot of the ungainly,
' ri es
nway n Cold in th' Head quickly.
trated on an extremely small-areof
stranger who sat at the op- and
Restores
the Senses of Taste and SnieU.
contact. The work is done so quickly posite side of my narrow table. An
to use. Contains no injurious drugs
that the heat has no time to spread in experience of that kind is enough to Easy
into the nostrils and absorbed.
the metal undercut, and the sides of make anybody cautious about petting Apulied
Kifce Sfce, fiO cents at Druggists or by
the cut portion are only a little cats."
mail. Liquid Cream Balm for use in
warmed.
Youth's Companion.
atomizers, 78 cents.

Was Taking No Chances.
"Your case would have been much
stronger, Mr. Murphy." said the lawyer whom Mr. Murphy had engaged
to defend hm, "if you had acted only
on the defensive. But you struck first
it seems. If you had let him strike
first you would have had the law on
your side." "And what good would
It do to have th' law on me side," answered Mr. Murphy, "afther I was
Unfounded Charge.
dead? What would I care f'r the law
A leading officer in one of the courts
on me side whin Gilligan was on me was
charged with never going to bed
stomlck? It's foolish talk ye have!"
sober. Of course he indignantly denied
the soft impeachment, and he gave
the particulars of a particular night
A Dangerous Wound.
Senator Robert L. ("Fiddling Bob") in proof. We quote his own words:
"Pretty soon after I got into bed,
Taylor tells about a man in the backwoods of Tennessee who applied for a my wife said:
" 'Why, husband, what is the matter
pension for a gunshot wound. An exyou? You act so strangely.'
amining surgeon of the medical board with
" 'There is
nothing the matter with
stripped and examined him, ejaculatsaid I; 'nothing at all.'
ing finally, "Old man, we cannot find me,'
" 'I'm sure there is,' she said ;
a single blemish on your hide. Where
'you
were you shot during the war?" The don't act natural at all. Shall I get
old man said, "Well, gentlemen, I was up and get something for you?'
"And she got up, lighted a candle,
shot in the substitute." Leslie's
came to the bedside to look at me,
and
Weekly.
shading the light with her hand.
"'I knew there was something
Reward of Merit.
strange about you,' she said. 'Why,
It was a rainy Sunday morning, and you are sober?'
as Pastor Goodman looked over his
"Now, this is a fact, and my wife
congregation he saw there were just will swear to It. So don't yon slander
seventeen persons present. Pastor me any more by saying I haven't been
Goodman, being a wise man, did not to bed sober in six months, 'cause I
scold them on account of their being have."
so few in number. He gave them the
Such a testimony was considered rebest sermon he had in his barrel.
liable, and the man now enjoys his
d
reputation. Boston Herald.
Suitable Mental Fare.
"Young Jobbins is so fond of eating,
he can't think of anything without it.
So what do you suppose he did when
the literature teacher told the students to make selections from noted
English writers?" "What did he do?"
THE WINTER J
"He selected Hogg and Lamb."
For Tourists' Comfort.
The French national triiHnor nffira
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the last period was iu the visiting
team's
AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORb
territory, but the Normal fail
TO
ed to score. Despite the cold wind A
AND GET A BOX OF
The
that swept across the Doll th. game
was enjoyable to the crowd of rooters
and the Normal boys deserve the
W. H. Buckley of Raton Is Tn the
greatest of credit for their playing.
city on court business.
Aft or they solved thamethxxl of play
yesterday
in
W.
S.
drove
Dougherty
The man who does the
of
th Albuquerque boys they torj sp
from his home in Mora on busi
weighing, the measuring
their Interference in fine style. Coachness.
the man who knows how
es Tipton and taker are both proud
W. C. Love of Raton arrived last
and why the man on
TEAM
CITY
DUKE
FROM
FAST
of the work of the team and are conon
niKht from his home in Raton
whom everything depends.
WON OPENING GAME OF LOfident of their success in the game
business.
f
Our responsibility is never
CAL
FOOTBALL
SEASON
Thursday with the New Mexico UniG. Hlnman came in from his home
lost sight of for a moment
In Maxwell City yesterday afternoon
versity team at Santa Fe. The .Norin prescription filling. Every
Before a large and enthusiastic mal team is heavy and fast and conon
business.
our
prescription
leaving
A. P. Arthur arrived
store is faultless from any
last night crowd of football fans the Normal sidering the fact that this was the
from Albuquerque on a business trip University went down to defeat be- firsi game and that Albuquerque has
standpoint that you may
fore the boys irom Albuquerque High been playing organized football for
take. Tou may feel safe
to Las Vegas.
VERY ARTISTIC
at Amiusemien'. several years the game was indeed
and sure if we fill your
Edward Springer of Cimarron is Saturday afternoon
5.
17
to
tune
to
The
lads
one.
the
of
a
creditable
park
here for the purpose of looking after
prescription.
from the Duke City were strong on
Saturday night, after the contest,
business affairs.
at
J. P. van Houten, the Colfax coun- the finer points of the game and 6ui- - a number of the boys of I. is Vegas
Normalitee
the
from
the
start.
a
team
the
dance
played
gave
Albuquerque
on
court
ty capitalist is in the city
WINTERS DRUG CO.
But despite lack of experience the at the O. R. C. hall which they all
and other business.
the Normal Commencing Wednesday, November
S. E. Pelphrey, a lumber dealer Normal team was game and fought enjoyed and yesterday
Phone Main ;
and contractor of French, came in until the last whistle blew. An A!- - rooters turned out in force to give 15th, we are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonier in this
buquerque fumble, captured by Ellis n)e i,0ys a send off at the train.
last night on business.
JEWELER
OPTICIAN
The following is the lineup: Albu- big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
Mounted Policeman Apolonio A. Se- of the Normal, who ran over half the
'
'
for
Cash
a
,
of
and
successful
Spot
Only.
the
field,
na returned Saturday night from a length
querque Highs: Center, Camp; guards
The World's Chief Rug Market.
$7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
end run by the same player gave th3 Ziering and Lee; tackles, Werning
business trip to Santa Fe.
The world's increasing demand for
$8.75
for a solid Oak $11 dresser.
score.
Hesseldon, and Frank; ends, Shufflebarger and
Mrs. C. C. Robbins returned last Normal its only
Oriental carpets has caused certain
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
half
of
the
star
the
Albuquerhalf
a
from
to
right
month's trip
Pasadena
quarter, Lapraik;
Esplnosa;
changes in the rug business particu- night
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.
que team, crossed the Normal line backs, Hesseldon and Grimmer; full- larly tending toward an enlarged out- and other points in California.
And so on right through the line of
to
touchdowns
for
times
C.
list
W. G. Ward three
rift Attorney
and,
(backs, Balcomb, Schutt and Barth
put through the Intervention of
In Constantinople and Smyrna, returned yesterday afternoon from a him is due largely he success of his
Normal: Tom Bentley L. E.; Sol dressers and chiffoniers.
who are establishing factories of PerGallegos R. E.; Patricio Esquibel L
trip to Wagon Mound on legal busi- team.
sian carpets in both Turkey and Per- ness.
Ellis, Captain of the Normal tean,, T.; O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., R. T.; Sansia. Another new feature of the rug
Mrs. S. E. York, mother of John won the toss and chose to defen-- chez L. G. E. Seja R. G.; McCul-lough- ,
business is the growing practice on
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
H.
after- the west goal. Thus he had advan- York, returned yesterday
C: D. Hoskins, Q. B.; Ted
the part of merchants in ConstantinoTAILOR FOR MEN
a strong wind that swept east- Hay ward F. B.; C. Koogler L. H.;
If we Say It's So, It's So.
ple of shipping direct to the United noon from an extended visit in Ful- age of
refield.
across
Hoskins
the
ward
Carl Ellis R. H.
States from Persia Instead of from ton, Mo.
I.. Clark of Laa Vegas, refereed in
This explains why
P. H. Kvafbt traveling auditor for ceived the kick off and returned the
Constantinople.
te
the shipments of Persian rugs from the Santa Fe with
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and
15 yards.
On the next the first half and Alton of Albuquer- the latter had been accustomed at
about
ball
at
headquarters
nature
her
asserted
and
that
home,
Constantinople to the United States
was.-i- n
Las Vegasi today on play the Normal boys got first down que umpired. These positions were self before release or execution. Veras consulated at this office show a de- Topeka,
and on the succeeding play Elli? reversed In the second half. Twit-chelBring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
business.
crease. On the whole Constantinople
ily the iconoclast respects nothing
team car
fumbled.
The
I.&B Vegas, acted as head lineAlbuquerque
W.
maintains its position as the world's
Herbert
not even the gray hairs of royalty.
Clark, secretary of the
Normal terri- man. Time keepers were F. O. Blood
principal rug market. German buys republican state central committee1, ried the ball into the
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
Oriental carpets in ever Increasing returned yesterday afternoon from tory and on the third down fumbled for Las Vegas and Milne for AlbuRichard A. Morley returned Satrecovered
was
which
15
10
in
own
to
the
order
and
pigskin,
quantities
querque. Time of quarters
satisfy her
Santa Fe.
urday night from a trip in the southwho carried the ball past three minutes.
requirements and those of Scandiern part of the state. Mr. Morley,
Ben
was
Colfax
Pooler
of
county
navia, South Africa and Canada. Hamhigh school backs to within 15 yards
Mr.
the
arrivals
formerly of this city, passed through
among
a
is
yesterday.
free
burg, being
becoming
port,
of the goal line where he was- tackled
Las Vegas Friday on his way from
an important distributing center for Pooler is here to attend the United
On
by the Duke City quarterback.
Oriental rugs, more or less at the ex- States court.
his home in Chicago to southern New
the second down Ellis carried the CAN
'
Mexico.
pense of London. It Is figured that
C. E. Newcomer,
United
deputy
ball around left end for a touchdown.
18,250,000 worth of Caucasian and Persian rugs are shipped in a year from Slates marshal, arrived last night He failed to kick goal owing to the
TOO LATE TO CLAS8IFY
Constantinople and Smyrna, more than from his headquarters in Albuquer angle and the cross wind.
A
que on business.
half of which go to Hamburg.
Albuquerque kicked off to Ellis,
FOR RENT 4 room cottage partly
Jerry Leahy, a prominent attorney who carried the ball for a good gain.
of Raton came in last night to at A forward pass was attempted by the
furnished. Rent cheap. Call 417
Filament
Lamps.
Cheap
Eighth street.
The German General Electric soci- tend the fall session of the United Normals and they last the ball. On
the next play the high school boys
ety now manufactures metallic fila- States district court.
ment lamps to be run at the low tenBias Sanchez, school superintendent tried a forward pass. The Normal on
m
CANsion of 14 volts, giving lights of 10, of Mora
15 yards for GERMAN SCIENTIST SAYS IT
county, with headquarters at this play was penalized
POPA
OVERTURNS
AND
16 and 25 candle power.
NOT
cost
They
With the high school
arrived last night from interfering.
Another New Lot of
ULAR BELIEF.
about half the price of metallic fila- Wagon Mound,
n am within 20 yards of the goal the
on
his
home
business.
Some habits one should want to break and
ment lamps made for tensions of 110
Normal team held fast and won the
and 2?n volts, and are said to be
Attorney T. B. Catron arrived Satis
bad habits are bad to keep.
that
all
belief
A cherished popular
Their alimentation is urday night, from his home in Santa ball on downs. The Normal team of the sudden blanching of the hair
very durable.
15 yards and
rendered possible by means of
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
Fe to attend the fall term of the Uni- carried the ball about
or other severe
The Normal from fright, worry
which reduce the tension. ted States district court. He Is the then lost on downs.
In
habit anyone can have.
its
It
strain.
good
mental
part,
plays
Wiib hit;h tension the filaments have
team held tie Albuquerque boys for
of W. E. Gortner.
in fiction, while history
and
drama
the
to be lone and thin, but those used guest
whistle
two downs at which time the
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Who
C. A. Gafney, a railroad official from
records its famous instances.
wi!h low tension are shorter, thicker
Have Arrived
the first quarter.
for
s
Want
Ad. page with a purpose to select the
Antoinette
Marie
that
the
heard
has not
and cheaper. It is asserted that
Albuquerque, arrived last night from
The Albuquerque boys took the ball hair turned white during the night
best
that he may find and then
opportunity
light yield of a lamp is increased the Duke City and was in Las Vegas on the 15
line at the other end
yard
deeds
the
or
that
when used at low tension.
execution,
on
before
the
follows up
her
business.
this morning
"lead," will surely get quick
of the field at the beginning of the and terrors of St. Bartholomew's
of
comprise
They
success.
Em
from
arrived
Thomas Parker
second quarter, but the Normal line night blanched the hair of Henry the
A Thinking Part.
the best values
poria, Kans., today to take the posiThe Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
again held. The local team carried Fourth? Most of us have wondered
The boss was brusque and the tim- tion of chief clerk for Division Fore
was
10
and
ever
field
have
the
ball up
as
yards
that
abou.
come
the
could
the
will help people to get what they want when
how
change
id stenographer had her revenge by man T. H. Ogden of the Santa Fe.
On the next series
hold for downs.
as tradition relates; and yet
in Las
shown
been
rapidly
nicknaming him Mr. Legree. The apthey want it.
Filadelpho Baca, defeated candidate
Hesseldon for Albuquerque, so universal is the belief in this pre- pellation "took" and finally reached for state senator on the democratic of plays
a
Vegas.
carried the ball around left end for
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
nomenon that few have the hardihood
the boss. The stenographer fled, hut
Another sten- ticket, left 'yesterday afternoon for Al- touchdown, but failed to kick goal. to doubt it And now Stieda, a
the name remained.
the democratic Ellis kicked off to Albuquerque, who
ographer came with imperious ways buquerque to attend
German scientist, boldly says
of
office,
m
the
Duke
tone
In
the
the
and changed
City tonight.
rally
Come in and Look at Them
the ball on downs. Albuquerque that it isn't so at all. This refractory
lost
but a salesman fresh from a trip knew
and his bride arrived held the Normal for downs. Work- German first proves that such a thing
Taichert
Joe
Mr.
Whether You Buy or Not
nothing of the change. "Hello,
vedding tour ing Grimmer for outside tackle runs, couldn't possibly happen, and thtn
last night after a
the
to
his
was
greeting
Legree,"
the middle w ;st. They made Balcomb through the line and Hes- nnt satisfied, declares that it lever
boss. "Young man." said the chief through
the
have
trip to Las Vegts by the way of seldon around end. Lapraik piloted did happen. With equal disregard of
meekly, "roles in this company
several his team to the Normal goal line and folk-loro f there
history and medical litera
been reassigned. I now play the part Denver, stopping
Eliza
which
on
Hesseldon
Ice
of
in
cake
of the
pushing
anrcperled
ture, he points the finger of doubt,
day.
walks." Success Magazine.
A. A. Jones, chtirman of the demofor the second touchdown. and challenges many .long deceased
antic state ,oeftr; 1 committee, ac- Kicking at an angle buit wiith the wind historians and physicians to arise and
companied by Elmf r Veeder, left last in their favor, the Albuquerque boys prove their stories.
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
He claims that when the hair turns
for Albuquerque to he on hand scored goal. The second quarter and
Main 104
Make
night
to
Phone
Apple
New Way
it
ordinary conditions,
at the gathering of democrats In the and half ended with the score 11 to
Dumplings
does so in one of two ways. Either
Duke City tonight.
5 in favor of Albuquerque.
fall out and are
Served With Hard Sauce or Cream
At the beginning of the second half the pigmented hairs
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pierce left yesand Sugar
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. R. Hartley, La Plata, N. M.
One red steer, 3 years old.
Branded
On right ribs

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. D. Allen, Cubero, N. M.
One aorrel pony mare,
about 5 years old.
Branded
Uk9
On right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal oeing unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of wis advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

COLUMN
ATE"R

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TI8EMENTS
riv MAM per line each insertion
Eetlmatr itx Ordinary worda to a
lne. nc ad to occupy lesa apace than
Ptwo lines All advertlaementa charg-eawill be booked at apace actually
awt without regard to number of
eerordt. Cash In advance preferred.

t
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DIRECTORY

Ear marks
Said animal being unknown to this
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LODGE
A.

M.

2, A. F.
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NO.

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets Second nnrl (S)
fourth Tuesday evening of each ()
month at O. R. C. hall.
Vigitinn ()
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W
Condon, Secretary.

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
munication first and
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
third
Thursday in each
days after last appearance of this admonth. Visiting brothsold
will
be
vertisement, said estray
ers cordially Invited.
by this Board for the benefit of the
W. M. ; Chas. h.
H.
William
Stapp,
owner when found.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Sporleder, Secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
NO. 804.
Meets second and fourth
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneei
Thursday
NO.
2,
M
N.
Albuquerque,.
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911 LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
building. Visiting members are cor
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.
Tues
ular conclave second
E. P. Mackel, P. S.
Estray Advertisement
Ma
month
at
each
in
day
Notice is hereby given to whom it
u.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Eatray Advertisement
may concern that the following deMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Notion is hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal was taken up by Voucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, ReMeet in (she forest of brotherlj
corder.
may concern that the following de- .1 C. Shell on, Pedernal, N. M.
love at the Fratetraal Brotherhooo
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One bay mare, blaze face,
hall, on the second and fourth Frl
a,
NU
CMAPTtrt
VEGA8
LAS
( asimiro
Sais, Duranes, N. M.
8 years old.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
MASON
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ROYAL ARCH
One yellow mare, 12 years
Branded
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Visit
first
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convocation
500 lbs.. 10 hands.
On left hip
Ing neighbors are especially wei
Ma
at
each
month
la
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
come and cordially invited.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
On left hip
L'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
Said animal being unknown to this before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
H. Sporleder,
Chas.
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P;
ad
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
of this
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2.

days after last appearance
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the benefit of the
Dentist
E.
O.
RANSFORD
CHAPTER
NO,
2,
vertisement, said estray will be sold i wner when found.
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phonf
in
S.
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first
the
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Fridays
benefit
the
by this Board for
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
WANTED Position toy experienced owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M
B
Tomas
afternoon
Matron;
work
SANITARY
BOARD,
preTripp, Worthy
stenographer,
CATTLE
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11
ferred. Address, S., Optic office.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerATTORNEYS
Albuquerque, N. M.
va A. Howell,
Phone
Secretary.
Ut. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
Advertisement
Estray
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
WANTED A reliable woman to look
HUNKER & HUNKER
Notice is hereby given to whom it
H.
after rooming house. Apply over
Geo.
Hunker
Chester A. Hunke
de
may concern that the following
Estray Advertisement
10 cent store.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
NO.
EL
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at Law.
Attorneys
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New Mexico
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C.
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the
concern
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every Monday eveblaze
One
face,
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animal was taken up hy
efSSES
ployment than that of representing scribed estray
ning in Castle Hall.
10 years old.
MASSAOE
a leading nursery company is not Wesner Bros., East Las Vegas, N. M.
Knights are
Visiting
Branded
One brown horse, 5 years
to be had. If you are ambitious to
invited.
cordially
On left hip
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
better your condition, the oppor- old, 850 lbs., 15 hands.
Chas. E. Liebsch-nler- ,
Masseuse and Midwife.
2
Also
WM
unbranded suckling colts
Branded
tunity lies before you In entering
Cha n c e 1 o r
Phone, purple
52a)
Said animal being unknown to this
On left shoulder
WBm
our employ. Salem Nursery ComCommander. Harry Residenc
918 Lincoln.
on
or
owner
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unless
claimed
by
Board,
pany, Salem, Oregon,
tSK
Martin, Keeper of
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
On left hip
Hg before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
Records and Seal.
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement, said estray will be sold
NO.
LULAL liMfc liAlil)
FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 by ihis Board for the benefit of the I RATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102
at
Meets
Monday
every
night
adold Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1 days after last appearance of this
owner when found.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
C. E. Hartley,
stock.
EAST BOUNL
Springer. vertisement, said estray will be sold
sanitary board,
west of Fountain Square, at eight Arrive
N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Depart
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
owner when found.
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '1
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presi- No. 4. . .11:05 p m
11:10 p. ra
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
dent; Mrs'. Emma D. Burks, Secre- No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
M.
1:25 a. m
Albuquerque, N.
Estray Advertisement
POR RENT Furnished
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
No. 10.,
2:10 p. m
518 1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
1:45 p. m
Notice is hereby given to whom it
'"olumbia.
2L
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
WEST BOUND
OR RENT
I. O. of B. B. Meets
5 room furnished flat
every first No. 1
Pedro O. Sanchez, Ocate, N. M.
1:20 p. m
..1:45 p. m
Advertisement
Estray
with modem conveniences.
to-w511
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 3
one cow, t or t years
6:10 a m
6:15 p. m
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
.Vinth street.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p. m
may concern that the following de- 500 lbs.
brotnerb are No. 9
o'clock p. m. Visltln
Branded
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited
On left ribs
Fi R RENT
Five room house partly Ralph Goodrich, East Las Vegas N,
President; Charles Greenclay, SecBranded
furnished if desired.
Apply 920 M.
retary.
On
left
Gallinas.
11
hip
One dark bay male,
J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St., Ft
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
years old, 1,000 lbs., 14 hands.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men many kinds of kidney medicine, but
Ear mark
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
Branded
I
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood did not get better until he took Foley
rooms with hoi and cold water,
On left hip
No matter how long
Said animal being unknown to this
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Kidney Pills.
hall.
steam heat, bate, electric lights
Branded
you have had kidney trouble, you will
oa
or
owner
claimed
unless
Hoard,
by
of
and
records
collector
chief
Flint,
and telephone. The Albert Hotel,
find quick and permanent benefit by
On left jaw
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
of wampum.
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
Phone Vegas 128.
Visiting brother
Said animal being unknown to this
days after last appearance of this adwelcome.
taking them now.
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
will be sold
said
vertisement,
estray
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 1 0
COUGHING AT NIGHT
by this Board for the benefit 6f the
0. O. P., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Means loss of sleep which is bad for
days after last appearance of this ad- owner when found.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at everyone. Foley's Honey and Tar
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
their
ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- Compound stops the cough at once,
by this Board for the benefit of the
relieves the tickling and dryness in
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
ing brethren cordially invited to
the throat and heals the inflamed mem'
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, "11.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.'T. Ro- brane. Prevents a cold developing InV. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary to bronchitis or pneumonia.
Keep alAlbuquerque, N. M
gers,
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
W. E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , ways in the house. Refuse substi1st pub. Nov. 9, last puff. Nov. 20, '11. That stops coughs quickly and cures
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Coffee jelly, made with milk, is decolds is Foley's Honey and Tar Comcemetery trustee.
Drug Co.
licious.
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 JefferAdvertisement
estray
son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says:
"I
A cloth moistened with alcohol will
Notice is hereby given to whom it can recommend Foley's Honey and
clean piano keys.
To break an apple, use a thread may concern that the following de- Tar Compound as a sure cure for
scribed estray animal was taken up by coughs and colds- - It cured my daugh-e- r
pulled through it
of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Ammonia will bring out the brillian- Adolfo Ortega, El Rlto, N. M.
Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
cy of cut glass.
6
One light bay mare,
whole family with Foley's Honey and
Clean linoleum with warm water years, 550 lbs., 4 feet 5 inches.
Tar
Everyone in our
milk.
and polish with
neighborhood speaks highly of it."
Branded
ESI
Sterilize Jars and all utensils before
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
On right hip
EBj Co.
putting up fruit
Branded
Linoleum on the kitchen table will
There is little danger from a cold
On left shoulder
last longer than oilcloth.
or from an
of the grip except
When some one is burned or scald
Said animal being unknown to this when followedattack
by pneumonia, and this
ed, apply lime water and olive oil,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or never happens when Chamberlain's
half and half.
PHONE MAIN 227
Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 Cough Remedy is used. This remedy
before
with
stewed
Peaches,
pineapple,
has won its great reputation and ex
make one of the most delicious des days after last appearance of this ad- tensive sale
by its remarkable cures
serts of the season.
vertisement, said estray will be sold of colds and grip and can be relied
The best way to keep rats away is by this Board for the benefit of the upon wth implicit confidence.
For
to prevent any accumulation of gar owner when found.
sale by all druggists.
bage around the house.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Clean old glass by pouring strong
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Albuquerque, N. M.
ammonia on it; scrub well with
Seems heavier when he ha- - a weak
Nov.
Nov.
'11.
9, last pub.
1st pub.
20,
back and kidney trouble. Fred Dneh-ren- ,
brush and rinse In cold water.
Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
says: "I have been bothered with kidas she lived before there were public
Estray Advertisement
ney and bladder trouble and had a
schools for her children; creameries
Notice is hereby given to whom it severe pan across my back. Whento make her butter and cheese; big
ever I carried a
load of mail,
manufacturers to take her place in may concern that the following de- my kidney troubleheavy
Increased. Some
was
animal
scribed
taken
combinaup by time ago, I started taking Foley Kidestray
preserving food; immense
tions to spin cotton, make cloth, do Pedro O. Sanchez, Ocate, N. M.
ney Pills and since taking them I have
the dyeing, make up the clothing. He
Ope white face cow, 5 or gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
trouble and am as sound now as
would welcome the vacuum cleaner, 6 years, 600 lbs.
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the gas stove and the dumb waiter,
Branded
Drug Co.
and his laughter would be not for
Classified ads. search dut the people to whom among all
On left ribs
those who use modern labor saving
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth most.
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who
Ear mark
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your
able and irresistible as are the printproperty unless it were advertised here.
also find them a most suitable
Said animal being unknown to this will
ing press, the steam engine and the
remedy for aiding and strengthening
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper i want
Board, unless claimed by owner on or their weakened digestion and for regcotton gin. Collier's Weekly.
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 ulating the bowels. For sale by all
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
druggists.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
days after last appearance of this
CHICHESTER BRAND, i A
said estray will be sold
sort, and musical instruments.
"T do not. believe there Is any other
Ladirat Ask jumr Draulat lot
by this Board for the benefit of the medicine so good for
Diamond It rand
cough
whooping
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
owner irhen found.
fills In Kea and Wold metallic
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,''
bom. sealed with Blue Ribbon.
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Take no other. Bar mf roar V
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writes
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BOARD,
possible
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also
is
This
City,
remedy
best markets!
Albuquerque, N. M.
rears knowaaa Best, Safest, Always Reliable
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1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, 11. surpassed
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
sale by all druggists.
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NEW IDEAS IN COOKING
BERKSHIRE

MUCFINS

OF

CORN-MEAL-

FLOLR AND RICE.

,

Manuring With Mud.
In China and Japan, according to
Professor P. H. King, aa much labor
nd time are spent in special fertlliia- t!r of the soil as in seeding and harvesting the crops. In addition to
barnyard and household manure, great
luantities of bean, rape seed, cotton-seeand peanut oil cake are used as
fertilizers, and an enormous tonnage
ot canal, reservoir and river mud is
also applied. Single dressings of mud
sometimes amount to from 70 to 100
tons per acre. The practice of irrigation is very extensive, and all irrigated areas are placed under conditions which practically eliminate surface erosion.
Both canal and reservoir mud are fermented in organic
matter to be used as fertilizers. The
Mongolians
practice
systematically
the culture of legumes as a source of
nitrogen. The dense population a,nd
increasingly smaller
holdings both
necessitate and render possible the
bestowal of extreme personal care
upon tho crops.

n

for Sausage Baked With
Beans and for Several Kind of
Mayonnaise That May Be
New to Our Readers.

Recipe

MONDAY,

t

NOVEMBER

one-fourt- h

one-fourt- h

W

NOVEL

BUT TOO

Telephone Voice.
The voice heard over the telephone 1 a mechanical reproduction
f the original voice and differs from
hat of a speaking tube or megaphone,
.vhere the sound wave produced by
he speaker at one end are transmitted directly to the other end. In the
telephone the diaphragm of the transmitter is caused to vibrate by the
Bound waves produced by some one
talking into the transmitter mouthThis diaphragm la connected
piece.
with a small receptacle having a flexible front and partially filled with
granular carbon. This carbon offers
resistance to electric current In proportion to the mechanical pressure
brought upon it. The diaphragm, therefore, in vibrating produces a varying pressure against the carbon. The
carbon is Included in an electric circuit, so that the variation in It resistance will vary the current strength in
the circuit

ELABORATE

Device for Separating White and
Yolk of Eggs Invented by an
Oregon Man.

Aa ingenious but rather elaborate
egg separator has been invented by
an Oregon man. A concave plate with
a lip on one aide has a
socket and a revolving cup, mounted
on a lever, fits down over this socket.
By bringing the cup down the egg 1
g

-

-

;

Berkshire Muffins. One cup
one cup flour, one cup boiled
rice, three teaspoons baking powder,
one teaspoon salt,
cup
sugar, one and
cups hot
milk, two eggs, one tablespoon melted
butter. Scald the meal with the hot
milk and let stand live minutes; add
the boiled rice and flour, baking powder, Bait and sugar sifted together
thoroughly; add the yolks of the eggs
beaten until thick, the butter and well
Grow Beat Walnut.
beaten egg whites. Bake in hot butThe best walnuts In the world at
tered gem pans 25 minutes.
least they have that reputation are
The Highest Garden.
those grown around Grenoble, France,
Sausage Baked With Beans. Let
The highest garden In the world is
one quart of pea beans soak over
and a singular fact about them is that
night in soft water; wash, drain and said to be the Alpine Garden of Botat least
of the entire
cook until very tender, but not broken, any, which was laid out by the late
production are transported across the
In boiling water, changing the water Canon Chanoux, formerly, rector of the
ocean to be eaten in New York, Bosat least twice. Put the beans Into a Hospice of Little St. Bernard, the
ton, Philadelphia, Chicago and other
baking dish with links of sausage London Globe has discovered. It is
larg American cities. The calcarehere and there, using in all about a situated at an elevation of 2,200 meous soil of southeastern France appound of sausage. Dissolve two tea- ters, or 7,150 feet. Here are to be
pears to be particularly favorable to
the walnut. On the rising land at the
spoons of salt in a quart of boiling found almost all species of mountain
Revolving Arm Clean Plate.
water and pour over the beans, add- flowers, not only those common in the
base of the French Alns the nut trMB
s
cracked and the white flows out into ofter form veritable cultivated for
ing more If needed to rover. Bake five Alps. Pyrenees, Carpathians, the
and the Balkans, but even from the plate, while the yolk Is retained ests. The nnest variety, the
or six hours. Serve hot with tomato
mayette,
a
catsup. Press the "leftover" closely far off Himalaya. The canon con- In the socket The cup also hasand has a light colored shell and a broad,
it
from
flat base, on which it readily stands
Into an oval shaped dish, taking no ceived the idea In 1888, but it was not cleaning arm extending
care to retain the shape of the beans. until 1902 that his project became by turning the cup this arm can be upright
When cold turn from the dish and cut effective. In the latter year the com- made to clean the plate, the contents
of which can be poured through the
Into
slices.
Garnish with celery mune of Thulle gave him the land.
Got What He Went After.
Up into the cup or other receptacle
leaves or parsley. Serve with a beet
A committee from the legislature
waiting. Of course the yolk of the
or tomato salad.
Safety Belt for Airmen.
egg is not broken in this operation or was visiting the state university.
Some
Mayonnaise.
Prepare the
A
French
airman has devised a it would run into the white. As it is, They were invited to take supper at
Inwith
the lemon juice
mayonnaise
stead of vinegar and when ready to safety belt designed to keep airman the yolk and shell are removed from the students' club, where most of the
serve fold In a dressing made of one from being thrown from their ma- the cup of the separator afterward. poor young fellows who had to work
of The experienced cook, however, would their way got board at cost. After
pint of oil, a cup of whipped cream chines and to help break the shock
and a few grains of salt and pepper falling with the aeroplane. It con- probably regard such an apparatus as supper the students called on the visitors for speeches. One member from
Use double cream, whip until solid sists of a broad leather strap, which more interesting than necessary.
covers the whole of the chest and
a remote county, who had made his
and measure after whipping.
Green Cook together a cup of peas, part of the abdomen, to the ends of CUCUMBER
CUPS ARE GOOD reputation by "bein' a good talker,"
two or three leaves each of mint and which are attached powerful elastic
grew very eloquent in his encouragement to the boys to go on, in spite of
lettuce, a root of spinach and a sprig straps, which are in turn made fast Salad-Lik- e
I
Attractive all difficulties. "I know what
Dith That
of parsley, until the peas are tender. to the machine by leather straps.
it is,
and Not at All Difficult
Drain and press through a fine sieve Should the aeroplane meet with an ac
boys," he said, emphatically. "I had
to
Make.
If the pulp be moist, cook and stir un cident, the shock is taken up by the
to dig for my own education, but I
til dry. When cold add to mayon elastic, and the airman is kept in his
shore got her." Youth's Companion.
To make cucumber cups pare large,
naise dressing, using such quantity as seat until parts of the framework or
cucumbers, cut each In
Is needed to secure the tint desired the wing structure have broken the
A
four pieces crosswise, and cut a slice
Ship.
Omit the mint leaves when the sauce fall for him.
oft the two ends so that they will
Experiments have been quietly conis for fish.
stand cuplike; hollow out the centers, ducted on the Thames recently with
Red. Cook a can of tomato puree
Losses Caused by War.
stand the cups on a few leaves of a small vessel called the Progress,
(cooked tomatoes strained) until re
lettuce and fill with the tartar sauce, formerly a vedette boat in the British
Norman Angell calculated the
duced to two tablespoons; add when
r
bits of cu- navy, to determine the effectiveness of
war has cost Germany arranging the
cold to mayonnaise dressing, using ssian
inat
cumber
base.
in
the
for marine purposes. The
more
she
than
got
$400,000,000
such quantity as is needed to secure
To prepare the sauce set a bowl on remarkable feature of the machinery
demnities from conquered France.
the desired tint.
was some pieces of ice, and put Into it a of the Progress is the closeness with
Jelly for Meats. To a cup of may- For instance, he says $150,000,000
onnaise dressing beat In gradually spent by Germany in Increasing its- saltspoonful each of mustard and salt, which it approximates to steam mawith two of sugar, and a pinch of chinery in working and manipulation.
from two tablespoons to
of peace army to 630,000 men; $400,000,In
was
000
to the
Germans
the
lost
cayenne;
drop in the yolks of two The engine is direct-couple-d
by
wages
a cup of chilled but liquid aspic jelly.
and the
killed and wounded. The permanent eggs, stir until mixed and begin whisk- shaft, like a steam-enginGerman war force was enlarged by ing with a wire whisk while you add success of this plan is regarded as
A Delicious Bird Pie.
slowly a gill of olive oil, diluting, for promising the possibility of dispen
100,000 men, and that has been mainSquabs, pigeon, quail or a young tained for 40 years, at a total cost of fear It should become too thick, with sing with intermediate gearing and
chicken may be used in the following $1,000,000,000. Then there was the three teaspoonfuls, gradually, of vin- electrical transmission for large ves
n
recipe. Cut the birds down the back, loss ot German trade and German egar.
sels fitted with
engines.
When ready to serve add a
then rub in halves, wash and wipe fore.gn markets.
Youth's Companion.
of
each
chopped capers, pickdry. Rub each piece with catsup, a
les, parsley, olives and shallots, and
little salt and pepper and roll in flour,
A Gentle Tip.
Himself.
Wanted It
a few
drops of Tarragon vinegar.
fry In butter until a nice brown on
They were sitting on the bathing
Our friend Gillson's pastor met our Those who go in for changes, may like
both sides (use plenty of butter). As
beach at the summer resort. He was
each piece is browned lay In pan to friend Gillson on the street, Monday. this better than the
very bashful, and he had let counts
extablespoon-fulfor
had
been
French
After
the
dressing,
plain
greetings
be baked. Add a tablespoon of flour
less opportunities slip by. "Isn't this
with
oil
beaten
olive
pepper
of
"Brother
to butter your fried birds In. When changed, the dominie said;
sand wonderful?" he said, after a moa
still
beating,
rubbed smooth, add two cups cold wa- Gillson, I'm sorry to be the bearer im-of and salt, and then,
ment's
lull in the conversation. "Wonof vinegar, drop by drop,
ter and stir until it thickens. Add a painful news, but it is my duty to saw tablespoonful
derful!" she replied. "And just think,
cucumber.
sliced
an
I
It.
thluly
Yesterday Sunday
shake of celery salt and thyme to part
there is so much here going to waste
son going fishing!" "You
which so many people need some In
liquid and pour over birds. A few your little
thin strips of bacon are a pleasant ad- did, did you?" cried Gillson. "That boy
of Cherrle.
their
systems " Then he caught on
Compote
Is headed straight for destruction.
of sugar and and caught up! Lipplncott's.
dition.
one
Cook
cup
together
I
s
Make a crust as follows: One cup Went fishing on Sunday, did he?
of a cup of water until
I thought
him
shall
severely.
puniBh
a
one
flour,
teaspoon baking powder,
Drop into the syrup
a
thick
syrup.
A Mean Man.
was funny I couldn't find my fish tree
cherries, tart ones
pinch of salt. Rub Into flour a ta- it
pitted
cups
"Does your husband turn his salary
rod!"
blespoon of butter or lard; add ing
preferred, and let them Just come to over to you!" "Yes," she sadly rea boil. Take from the Are, let them
enough milk to make It roll easily.
plied. "Then why are you so downRoll thin, cover pie. Invert a cup in
stand twenty minutes, then return and hearted?"
Ancient Rights.
"Oh, it doesn't do any
not
to
but
center of pan
support crust that it
:ood. He often makes a few dollars
A Cockney angler, thinking that his simmer gently until tender,
may not get liquid soaked. Rub crust Highland boatman was not treating broken. With a skimmer remove and extra which he spends for his own
with milk to insure its baking a pretty him with the respect due to his sta- put into a compote dish. Pour into
pleasure without letting me know
brown; cut hole in center and bake tion, expostulated thus: "Look here, the syrup remaining in the kettle a about it."
same
or
the
30 minutes.
currant juice
my good man, you don't seem to grasp half cup
amount of
juice that has
quite who I am. Do you know that been drainedpineapple
from a can of fruit. Cook
Insulting.
To Cook Smelts.
my family have been entitled to bear
over the cnernes,
"You have five children," said the
French cooks improve the humble arms for the last two hundred years?" until thick, pourcold
.
fortune-telleruntil
ready
place
"Nothing of the kind,"
smelt by serving It with various "Hoots, that's naething," was the re then stand in a
the lady indignantly replied, withdrawsauces, such as shrimp, anchovy or ply. "My ancestors have been entitled to serve.
ing her hand and refusing to submit to
crayfish sauce. For a shrimp sauce to bare legs for the last two thousand
further insults. "I want you to underto serve with smelts, add some ancho- years." London Telegraph.
Lemon Pie.
that I move in one of our most
stand
loba
little
lemon
bake.
juice,
vy essence,
Line pie plate with crust and
fashionable
circles of society."
butster coral and cayenne to melted
Make crust with two cups of flour and
A Social Diplomat.
of lard, a little water
ter. Stir in a few picked shrimps
one-hacup
"How is it that young Clymer has and
and serve In a sauce boat beside the
He Didn't Count.
teaspoon salt. Take double boiler
such a hit with Mrs. Agrett, the and put in a cup ot sugar with two
made
fried
been
have
should
which
smelts,
She You say you want to marry
he
told
her
"He
leader?"
In deep fat to an appetizing brown society
rounding tablespoons flour. Mix well. me? He I certainly do. "Well, have
Before frying trim and clean the fish could not understand why, when she Grate the rind of one lemon; add the you spoken to papa?" "Why, no. It
in
all
so
and treat them as usual with egg and was reported to be
Juice and yolks of three eggs, with takes only two to make a bargain."
bread crumbs. French cooks use flour the fashions, that she was hopelessly salt. Stir all together and add a cup "I know; but papa and I are the two."
of large
Cook until (tick.
of boiling water.
also, dipping them first in the flour behind the present style
feet."
Beat the whites of the three eggs, add
then in egg, and finally In crumbs.
By Exclusion.
Smelts are much better for being
sugar and spread over the filling and
"I've advertised for a reliable, careboned and the flesh will hold together
brown in the oven.
Loss In Population.
Ireland's
ful chauffeur." "Do you expect to get
nicelv if fastened with tiny skewers.
Ireland has 76,000 less inhabitants
one?" "Yes, Indeed. All the reckless
Use a frying basket to cook them in. that It had ten years ago. The birth
Eggs on
daredevils seem to be employed."
derate in tho Emerald isle has not
Make thin slices or crisp toast of
but
exceed
far
deaths,
births
Butter
and
Fruit.
clined
thickness.
lightly
Crystallized
deHI Mistake.
while hot, cut in pieces of equal size,
Pick out the finest of any kind of the progressive young Irishmen
United
the
island for
each piece
is a stray monkey!
the
beat
native
I won
or
their
diamonds,
sert
"There
stones;
spread
the
rounds
in
leave
fruit;
with anchovy paste. Put a pint of hot der if he is looking for a home,
whites of a three eggs to a stiff froth, States, Canada and Australia.
water into a stew pan with flour, tea- "Well, he'll get stung if he goes to the
Uv the fruit in it with the stems up
spoon of vinegar and half a teaspoon-fu- apiary for one."
ward drain them and beat the part
The Reason.
one
them
select
off
salt; place it over the fire and
again,
that drips
"The young widow seems sincerely while boiling break the eggs into it
a cup of
'
Their Advantage.
by one and dig them into
death."
husband's
old
cover a pan grieved over her
near the surface of the water and let
finely powdered sugar;
have one advantage over
be if you had to go in
would
"Kings
"So
you
the
three
minutes.
about
it boil gently
with a sheet of fine paper, place
mourning just when you had imported Put one poached egg on each piece of other men." "What is it?" "They
fruit on it and set in a lusewarm
can be at the same time baldheaded
the
of
latest
wardrobe
new
brand
a
anchovy toast.
When the icing on the fruit beoven
and yet have heirs apparent."
styles."
and
dish
a
on
comes firm pile them
to
Wagon Grease, Grass or Tar Stains.
set them in a cool place until ready
Her Nature.
In Colorado.
If garments stained by tar or wagon
serve.
"Mom, is little baby sister a critical
Penurious Customer I'd like a grease are first washed in cold soapsuds, the stains will be eradicated. condition?" "Of course not. What a
small glass of beer. Bartender
Ragout of Duck.
whole
a
to
potato's
White dresses- can be freed of grass silly idea." "But, mom, ain't she a
Into
buy
have
duck
You'll
cold
Cut the remains of
"
stew r pan worth, sir. I don't take no split spuds. stains by touching the spots with alcoa
in
them
neat pieces, lay
For pitch stains,
hol before washing.
Simmer
left.
was
with the gravy that
first grease with lard and then use
for 16 minutes
The Trouble.
From the Egg.
slowly over the Are
small
soap and cold water. Turpentine will
with
"What's the matter with the rake?"
thi essay on Easter also remove these stains. The
then dish up, and garnish
"How
ought
in
"It is apt to run amuck."
croutons. The juice of an orange
custom be started?" "Ab ovo."
the gravy is an improvement
corn-mea-
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How the President and Cabinet Fool

the Newspaper Correspondent
In Washington.
When the cabinet hold a meeting
one of the things that causes invariable concern
"What shall we tell

i,

the correspondents?"
The president has made It well understood that the less said about
these conferences the better;
but
there is always a group of newspaper
men at th door of the White House
offices waiting for members of the
cabinet to appear after their session.
It has come to be something of a
Joke with th men who help the president decide great questions of public
policy that when the usual question is
asKed at th close of the cabinet
meetings the chief executive turns to
the secretary of agriculture and says:
"Supose you see the newspaper
men, Wilson; we didn't discuss anything in your department."
It is a point of honor, a sort of unwritten law, that no member of the
cabinet shall give out information
regarding affairs in other denart- mentB of the government than his
own. While, therefore, the venerable
secretary of aarlculture Dresents him
self as a target for the newspaper
mens questions, the other memhprs
of the cabinet quietly and unostentatiously slip away, and the world
learns that "nothing of importance
was discussed" that day by the president and his cabinet The Sunday

Where He Stoa.
certain federal judge who is so
dignified that he doesn't wish his
name to appear In print In connection
with mere facetlousness, tells an Ohio
paper a story of a case where a colored woman was suing a railroad company for personal injury. An Irishman was being examined as to his fitness to serve on the jury. "Is there
any reason who you cannot try this
case?" asked the attorney. "No reason." "Have you any prejudice against
railroad companies or corporations of
any kind?" "Not a bit" "Will you
try this case fairly and Justly and according to the evidence?" "I will, sir."
"Then at this present time you have
do notion as to how this case should
be decided. "8ure I have you don't
catch me there, sir. Me mind Is made
up I'm for the colored woman an'
agin the company."
A

Chinese Doctor's Hard Luck.
Following translation from a local
native newspaper appeared in a recent
number of the Central Post. It would
seem that medical practice in China
is sometimes attended with drawbacks. "A weathly man whose young
child was sick called In the doctor,
who medicined the child until it died.
The father in a rage engaged ten stalwart coolies to go to the doctor's
houBe and destroy everything in it,
besides giving him a good beating into the bargain. They had not been
gone very long when they returned, so
the wealthy man asked how they had
polished him off so soon. The stalmagazine.
warts replied: 'By the time we got
there a band of men sent by another
HAS THEORY OF ST0NEHENGE patient had already smashed up the
house and beaten the doctor.' "
Professor Norton of Harvard Believes
It Connected With 8imilar ErecHair of Brains?
tions in North Africa.
A young man of ability, but of
meek and mild appearance, applied
Prof. Richard Norton of HarvnrH i for a position In a draper's counting
credited with the theory that the house, and the salary he asked was
cyclopean structures at Stonehenge eighty pounds per annum. The prin
are connected with similar erections cipal seemed astonished at the sum
that are found in northern Africa. asked by so youthful a person, and
Professor Norton has lust retnrnd said: "Just step this way."
And
after a period of research in the pointing to an old man with white
Greek city of Cyrene in Africa, and hair and a long beard, he continued:
his theory of Stonehenee is nart.lv th "That gentleman Is only receiving the
result of his work.
Stonehenge is sum you asked." "Oh, well," said the
oruinarny supposed to be the work of young fellow, "If you take hair for
the Druids, and it mav ha aaiii (tint brains I will say
sir."
the Druids in British archaeology His answer obtained him the appointhave always occupied the place sa- ment London Telegraph.
cred to the cat in domestic matters.
Whatever was inexplicable unnn nnv
A Heartless Father.
other theory would always yield to
"I need some help with my house
ire uruldle hypothesis. The Druids, hold
duties," announced a Maiden woin fact, were a sort of lesser Providence whose powers it was impious man when her husband came home
to doubt. If one asked how the gigan- the other night. "What's the matter
tic rocking stones of Cornwall were with our daughter?" the husband
daughter? The
balanced upon a Doint all oernWltieu wanted to know. "Our know
she's awwere banished by a reference to the Idea! Why, Jim, you
and she would die if
delicate,
fully
Druids, while the feat of erecting she had to do any household work.
and
"
Stonehenge
those She has her school, and
bringing
And
mighty monoliths from a distance, a what? Her teacher's report shows
feat well-nigimpossible to modern that she isn't doing a bit of school
engineering, was explained In a mo- work:" "But she Is star member of
ment and to the meanest intelligence her basket-bal- l
team, and you know
by a simple reference to the Druids. she Is eager to take the prize at th
gymnasium contest. But that's just
like a man wanting a delicate girl to
A Rossini Joke.
labor. Be
One Of Rossini's iokes. Rossini engage in rough, hard
ashamed of yourself. Jim Jenkins!
promised a place in the opera orches You
have no feeling." iBoston Travtra to a trombonist, and then forgot it,
says the Musical Courier. At one of eler.
i
his dinner parties the butler announced
the visit of this same protege. RosLake In Desert.
sini hastened to welcome him, and reThe Desert de Carlltte, in the Pyrelieving him of his Instrument rilnnn. nees, close on 10,000 feet above the
peared a few minutes to return with sea, contains no less than sixty lakes
his mends. Handing the instrument to of varying sizes. These, according to
the trombonist with a request to let local tradition, were left at the time
the company hear him, Rossini pre- of the flood. When the waters sub
pared to listen. Trombone to lips the sided it appears that Noah and his
musician blows dismay no sound: family landed on the Puy de Prigue,
cheeks bulging, eves distended. In one of the highest peaks in the disvain the unhappy man makes super trict. Convincing proof of the truth
human efforts to produce harmonious of this tradition Is found in an iron
sounds. At last!
O effort sunreme! ring to which, the peasants declare,
With a sound like a hoarse goose the ark was moored when the landing
cackle there shoots from the trom- was effected.
bone a mass of sticky macaroni. "No
harm, my friend," said Rossini, "you
Sanguinary.
nave proved yourself a strong musi"Now that you have seen the stockcian." And the next day the coveted
at their gory work,"
position was offered to- the trom- yards butchers
said the professor, who was showing
bonist.
his visitor around the town, "and have
had a good look at State and Madison
Cook Objected.
streets, our main business arteries,
A noble lord in the Midland coun- just for a change we'll go and see the
ties has a favorite mare named 'The city' veins." "Its veins?" "Yes; the
Cook," apropos of which the follow- residence districts, where the blue
blood 'is." Chicago Record-Heraling incident recently occurred:
Lord (to groom, who appears with
his arm In a sling and his face covUnkind of Him.
sticking-plaste- r
ered
with
and
"Do you remember, dear, when you
"Good heavens, Bates! told me that
scratches):
you would be perfectly
What's the matter?"
and contented if I could secure
happy
Bates "It's all on account of your an Income of $5,000 a
year?" "Oh,
lordship's orders. You says to me George, why do you insist on bringing
last night as 'ow 'The Cook's' girths up foolish things that I said when I
was too tight, and you gave me or- was a
silly girl?"
ders to loosen 'em, wash 'er down,
curry-com'er, and put 'er in the
Traffic on Detroit River.
loose box. Cook, wot'a indoors, overDomestic freight traffic by way of
heard you, and, as she don't know the
names of the 'osses, tuk It personal the Detroit river last year was
short tons, exceeding the 1909
and went for me sudden-lik- e
and
. traffic by over 5,000,000 tons.
Of this,
er well, look at me I" London
44,371,813 tons repreesnted the southbound and 23,088,109 tons the northbound movement.
An Interesting Program.
"You think that the question of the
Not In Her Line.
cost of living can be solved by cheap
"Aunt Liza, I jes' come in to see if
sugar?"
wouldn't like to jine de mission
"Entirely," replied the elaborate you
band." "Fo' de lan' sakes, honey,
logician. "Cheap sugar will promote what
yo' come to me fo'? Don't jo'
the use of confectionery until everyI kain't eben play de mouf
know
body's teeth are ruined, and then we
will all be forced to eat the simplest org'in!" Ram's Horn.
good-mornin-

h
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Tit-Bits-

'RINCESS

A

CLEVER

ARTIST

Patricia of Connaught Does Not Hesitate to Record Impression of
Highest in Land.
The present king once aptly named
Princess Patricia of Connaught the
'F. C. G. of the royal family," and
ler royal highness rather merits this Pa
Jescriptidn, for she has a fluent pen-il- l of
and brush and dot s not hesitate to ood
record her mpresslons of the highest
n the land. Scattered about the duke
f Connaugbt's home In Bagehot park
ire to be seen many extremely witty
efforts on the part of the young Y I
princess.
Quite one of the best of these rep
resents the late king in evening dress
quitting the dinner with a smile ot
complete content on his face. Underneath the daring artist has penned the
'
Inscription: "I was hungry," with
was" underscored.
Another drawing aptly represents
he attitude of the martinet that the
duke likes to adopt upon occasions.
He is drawn in his uniform as a field
marshal and he seems to be bristling
with rage. The name given to this pic
ture is: "Where on earth Is my
horse?"
GH1
It is stated that the young princess
has found many opportunities for S M
using her power of caricature while
she has been in South Africa with her
parents, so that the Bagehot collection
is likely to receive some notable addi
tions.
In a more serious style Princess Pa
tricia is a painter of more than aver- R
age ability, and there are some charm
NO
ing specimens of her art to be seen
in the large drawing room of Queen IANI
Alexandra's villa at Klampenbourg, on
M. A. P.
the outskirts of Copenhagen.
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NO BOTTOM TO THIS

SPRING

Center of Florida
Pool So Deep No Sounding
Finds Bottom.

Jagged Hole

In

Inci

na

The great body of water which
gave the same to Tarpon Springs, j. C
Fla., is classed by all of the old citi tionii
zens as bottomless.
here
The center appears to be a hole k;
curbed with jagged rocks. Sometime lie po
t
the weight has lodged and then
dropped on to the extent of the sound
ing line afterward. Many citizens say
that they know the depth to be In anki
excess of 700, 800 and 900 feet
Once, when a depth of 200 feet was
reached, an obstruction was encoun- c
tered; then it was dislodged, dropped
Cl
on further and the line broke.
A very heavy weight has to be ?etc
used on account of the depth, and they
when divers are sent down in ins TOP
springs, as they have been recently,
thf
they report the same great jagged 1
hole, which, so far as they can find
out, is without bottom.
The spring is supposed to be the gj,,
principal outlet of that beautiful lake
Butler which Ilea a mile east of the fa
town. Tidewater comes up into the
Wring and it has acquireatfce BStt
jH
because it was the playground of the W
8 I
silvered king of fish, the tarpon.
,

H

Antelope Increasing In Idaho.
T. P. Palmer, assistant chief of the
United States biological survey, has
written to State Game Warden Ben
Gray asking for estimates as to the
amount of antelope and moose in this
state. The antelope are on the in
mrormation
crease, accoroing to
which has been received at the office
of the game warden, particularly in
the Mackay district, where "they have
recently been seen in large numbers.
Despite the protection on moose
thev are extremely scarce in this
state and are to be found only in the j
few isolated valleys of Idaho which
have not been taken up by ranchmen ln
and where they are being protected
by the farmers in the hills near by.
The antelope are increasing fast in Id
the state under the protection which 'apa
is afforded, and it is said they have f&rs
fared extremely well for the last few 0
n0
years with the wolves and other
beasts of prey. Idaho Statesman.
i ot
11

tow

Tariff Tax Paid Monarch,
In the days of James I. Sir Almrotl
Wright's indictment of washing would
have been considered a serious
That monarch, although not
conspicuously clean himself, was
anxious that his subjects should wash
themselves frequently, as he received
a payment of $30 a ton on all soap
produced in ungiana, m return ior a
monopoly granted to the Westminster
Company of Soapmakers. King James
did his best to push the business of
the company by issuing a royal proclamation as to the virtues of Its soap,
which was declared to be "good, sweet
and serviceable for our people." He
forbade the importation of soap, and
appointed officers to put down illicit
His efforts were resoap boiling.
warded by payments from the company averaging about $150,000 a year.
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Found In England.
The discovery of a seam of good
quality coal, which far exceeds in importance anything that has yet been
found in the Kent coal area, was
pierced on May 17 in a concession
boring north, of Dover, the seam proving to be no less than twelve feet ten
Inches thick. The seam was struck
foods."
teventy feet below one nearly five feet
Nature.
Its
,
thick, and Is believed to be second
"Why do you call your new hair only to the great seam of South StafFortunate.
tonic 'A Sensation ln the Market?'" fordshire. London Mall.
"This germ theory causes a great "Because it is a
experideal of anxiety and apprehension."
ence."
"Yes," replied the man who worries
War Measure for Flying Machines.
over the climate. "Sometimes a little
Is proposed to pass a law in
A
Plain
It
Inquiry.
is
beneficial.
It's lucky
forgetfulness
moat
France
of
are
these
what
provider that private flying
"Warden,
that we can't use a microscope offmen doing here?" "Principally doin;; machines may b' cquisltioned by thai
hand, the same as we do a
government in c;.se of war.
time, madam."
Rich Coal Seam
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Tty a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Gold fish
15c, 20c

and

SIX PAIRS FOR $1.50

at Murphey'a drug store,
each.

25c

,

absolute guarantee of
6 months wear without
An

The W C. T. U. will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the

2 packages for 25c

Christian church.
R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In
surance company.

f

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS

Gold fish and aquariums for sale at

BUSY

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

rot

mm
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Wood and Kindling

CONDON Ph"M"!l1

Tine

First National Bank
OP

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

I!

i

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Shorts
and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Just Received

FRESH DRIED FRUIT
LOGANBERRIES

SHELLED WALNUTS

RASPBERRIES

SHELLED PECANS

PRUNES all

SHELLED ALMONDS
PEACHES

ORDERS

TAKEN FOR COOKING

A

new pair

for every pair showing a
necessity tor darning within 6 months.

M.

GREENBERGER
Exclusive Agent

For Eighteen Cents
you can: have atwenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands Ne
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light
Power Co.

aLnd

This Fortunate
Horo&wife
will eat

Thanksgiving Dinner
the rest of the family. Her
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet will enable her to do it,

w 'th

BAGS

the Best ofEverything
Eatable

For a dollar a week for a few
weeks, do not keep your wife in
the kitchen, while indulging
yourselves in a Thanksgiving

1

Dr, H. W. Houf wishes to announce
that he has opened an office at 506
Grand avenue for the practice of
medicine in all of Its branches. Especial attention is given to the eye,
ear, nose and throat and the fitting
of glasses. Office phone Main 46, resi
dence, Vegas 342. Office hours 9 U
12 m., 2 to 4 p. m. and by appointment. Calls answered day or night

Why bother with them? We
will do these
satisfactorily,
quickly and cheaply.
A few cents a piece is the
charge.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
16c, 20c and 25c each.

Tbe1 Hoosier
."ililes of Steps

Special Saves

$r T.ir :d Fcer

J.

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Prevents waste, avoids
use of kettles and pans and
eliminates drudgery in the
kitchen.
and Baking" Bag for the
American method of cooki-

I Oe each, 3 tor 25c

at

PERRY ONION & SON

BOUCHER'S
Utia 462

R.aums For SaJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams ate specially bred for range purposes and by one
the best breeders in the fJnited States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show therri the rams.
For further particulars address,
of

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemaker,

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

N. M.

(The Coffee Man.)

must

include

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this,

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

ng".

Price 25 cents

507 Sixth Street

Johnsen & Son
Lbcal Agents

Cooking Bags

in bloom for Christmas. It takes them about six Weeks
to bloom so plant them now.
,

Phone nd we deliver

feast.

if

"Way-kuk- "

The Only paper Cooking

Everyone Has a Bowl of Chinese Lilies

C.

Something New

Bar

The Graaf & Hay ward Co.
Vie Always Have

Also in colors.

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash

Bran

sizes

fjnH

WlS.lfcftA.

--

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Viz:

MttWAUNtl

at

The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's Me
morial church will meet tomorrow
Murphey's Drug Store.
afternoon at 2:30 with the Misses
Trouble on the coast lines resulted L'aum 1227 Sixth street- Patricio Sena, formerly manager of in train No. 10 being 7 hours late
El Palacio, is now employed as a
Dr. E. L. Hammond's Irish Setter
and a stub train between Albuquer-- '
clerk in the store of Hoffman and que and La Junta was run. All of the "King" died last night from intestinGraubarth on Bridge street.
trains from the east are scheduled al trouble. King was the best hunt
as being from one to two hours late. ing dog in this section of the coun
The school board of East Las Vegas
Changing the running time is said to try.
will hold its regular meeting tonight.
be the cause of this delay.
Important business will be transacted
The funeral of Mrs. Fred Phillips
and a full attendance is desired.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts an- will occur tomorrow afternoon at 2
nounced this morning that he would o'clock from the chapel of J. C. John-seThe Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me
Son, and burial will occur in
hear this afternoon in chambers the
morial church will hold a sale of
These arrangecases of Mora and San Miguel coun- Masonic cemetery.
fancy work, dressed dolll, home made ties
will
ments
out
carried
unless a sis
be
Fe.
C.
C.
of
Catron
Santa
against
mince meat and bakery goods, Tues
The cases are for the collection of ter of Mrs. Phillips wires that she is
day, December 5.
taxes on lands in the Mora grant and on the way to Las Vegas.
the amount involved is said to be in
The Ladies Aid society of the Meth
Brief and uneventful was the Not'
of $40,000.
odist church will hold its regular the neighborhood
ember meeting of the board of coun
monthly meeting (tomorrow afternoon
A large party of tourists from Illity commissioners, which was held
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
in Last Vegas this morning in the court house. The
nois
and
arrived
Iowa
A. J. Wertz, 926 Eighth street. All
Saturday night and left yesterday for commissioners allowed several bills
membars are urged to be present.
Santa Fe, with the hopeof reaching mostly for small amounts and upon
immediate
bv nightfall. The narty accounts that
required
Albuquerque
"Pathe's Weekly" consists of curwas headed by Oscar Nelson of Rock- - payment. The business transacted
11
rent events
over the world. The
Under the provi- III., and is making the trip to was purely routine
one tonight is extra fln. Photoplay ville,
the cost in two Peerless cars, a Cadil- - sions of the enabling act, as the com
Theater.
lac and a Kissell Kar. They have mlssioners interpret them, It will not
found food roads in most places and j be necessary for the board to canvass
Saturday night the temperature are 'making the trip in good time.
the returns from the reoent election.
'
dropped to ten degrees, 'fhl bow"
The canvassing will be done on Nov- ever, is not as cold as on November
e card of the Santa Fe ember 27 by Governor William J.
Th1
3, when the thermometer at the Noreffect ?8terday, starting Mills, Chief Justice Pope and Terriwent
into
mal University registered 8 above.
with the trainp from the south after torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa.
Last night the lowest was 25 degrees.
midnight Saturday. Tfce only changare that train
On Wednesday evening all of the
Gold fish at Murphey's drug store, es affecting Las Vegas
of the public schools of the
teachers
4:40
No. 7 arrives ill Las Vegas at
25c each.
15c, 20c
of the
o'clock p. m. and leaves at 4:50, and East and West sides and those
The regular meeting of the Fra- No. 1 arrives here at 1:20 o'clock p. Normal will journey to Santa Fe to
ternal Brotherhood will be held to- m. and leaves at 1:45. This change attend the annual convention of the
of New
Association
night at their hall on Fountain in the schedule puts train No. 7 in Educational
Square. Important business will be Lamy for supper instead of Las Ve- Mexico, which will open there on
transacted by the lodge and a large gas and gives the passengers of No. November 16. The party from Las
attendance is desired.
1
a chance to eat before the arrival Vegas will have a special car for the
exof the train from the south. This trip to the Ancient City. They
The annual election of the
to
Fe
SatSanta
remain
until
in
pect
lunch
does away with crowded
and officers of the Commercial rooms at the Castaneda hotel.
urday or Sunday. The teachers of
club of Greater Las Vegas will be held
the Capital City and the committee
tomorrow evening at the club rooms
of the association in charge have arat 8 o'clock. The election is of great
ranged for the entertain'merat of the
interest to all of the members and a
visitors from all parts of the new
large attendance is expecteo-- .
slate and will do their legt to Make
the convention a grand success. Simfor
Felix
candidate
Valdez,
ilar delegations will attend the conon the democratic
vention from every town and city in
representative
talned tomorrow afternoon by Mrs.
the state and the., Capital City will be
Pritehett and Mrs. Scott at the home
flooded with teachers. Schools in Las
of Mrs. Pritehett, 1104 Lincoln ave
Vegas will be closed Thursday and
nue. A large attedance is desired.
Friday of this week in order to al
low a full attendance of the Las Vegas instructors at the convention.
Felix Vaidez, democratic candidate
and iron are the flat pieces,
The boys and girls welcome this litfor representative on the democratic
the big and heavy countertle extra vanctlon, coming as IT does
ticket in the recent election was operbolin the middle of the fall term, and
ated on Saturday evening at the
panes, sheets, tablecloths,
are planning to make ther best of
Becker hospital on the West side for
ster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
their holiday.
appendicitis. Mr. Valdez recovered
small
and the innumerable
from the effects of the operation and
pieces that take up so much
is reported to be doing well.
time, the napkins, towejs, rags,
etc.
Gold fish and aquariums for sale

carry them in black,
in light and heavy weight.
We

fiolepjoof hosiery

j

A

i

J. H. STEARNS

.,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. I. RAYNOLD3, . . - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Las Vegas

except that you shall put
the whole 6 pairs into use.

n

ESTABLISHED 1876

I

There are no conditions!!

a

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

COAL AMD WOOD

:

er

and Mrs, Jasper Lanchester are
the proud parents of a baby boy, born
to them on Saturday morning.

every

"Holeproof" Hose

One is made of two crisp chocolate wafers and a
Others are dainty finger
c rich vanilla cream.
biscuits, wale sticks with crisp walls, slid creamy centers, and so
on through the list each has a subsiano and flavor of its own.
ash for them today
We want you to taste these Sunshine Specialties

Mr.

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrifles

darning goes with
box of 6 pairs of

are a delightful surprise. They are more delicious than
biscuits, more wholesome than candy. They have no
rivals among all the bakery products made in this country or Europe.
layer-cent-

"The Switchman's Tower," Edison,
thrilling railroad drama. Photoplay
tonight.

15c per lb.

Steam Coal Sawed

Specialties

Many kinds

Murphey's Drug Store.

Select Persian Dates

CoaL all sizes

1911

13,

Always get the beat at Nolette's
barber shop.

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR

Anthracite

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

LOCAL NEWS

NEW

N. B.

Oft iC.

Subscribe for the Optic
Winners

Optic Classified Ads.

